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* ) DATA REDUCTION PROGRAMS FOR TOTAL CROSS SECTION EXPERIMENTS 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
The s e t of 5 d a t a r e d u c t i o n p r o g r a m s ( F O R T R A N IV ­ IBM 1800) d e s c r i b e d 
h e r e p e r f o r m s t h e c a l c u l a t i o n of the t r a n s m i s s i o n and of the to t a l n e u t r o n 
c r o s s s e c t i o n s t a r t i n g f r o m t h e m e a s u r e d s a m p l e ­ i n and s a m p l e ­ o u t t i m e ­
of ­ f l igh t s p e c t r a . 
In t h i s r e p o r t t h e s p e c t r u m wi th t h e s a m p l e in t h e n e u t r o n b e a m i s c a l l e d 
IN s p e c t r u m w h e r e a s t h e s p e c t r u m wi th no s a m p l e in t h e n e u t r o n b e a m i s 
c a l l e d OUT s p e c t r u m . 
The b a c k g r o u n d i s m e a s u r e d s e p a r a t e l y and i n t r o d u c e d in the p r o g r a m a s 
an a n a l y t i c a l e x p r e s s i o n (cf. f o r m u l a (4. l ) ) . 
The 5 p r o g r a m s can d e a l wi th s p e c t r a con ta in ing up to 4096 c h a n n e l s u s i n g 
an IBM 1800 c o m p u t e r of 32 K c o r e s t o r a g e l o c a t i o n s . 
The o p e r a t i o n s p e r f o r m e d by e a c h p r o g r a m a r e d e s c r i b e d a s fo l l ows : 
­ P r o g r . CHROD: d e a d t i m e c o r r e c t i o n of the IN and OUT s p e c t r a . 
­ P r o g r . KOLAR: s m o o t h i n g the d e a d t i m e c o r r e c t e d OUT s p e c t r u m 
by the l e a s t s q u a r e s m e t h o d . 
­ P r o g r . CAOM: p lo t t ing the u n s m o o t h e d and s m o o t h e d OUT s p e c t r a . 
­ P r o g r . SITRA: e v a l u a t i o n of the t r a n s m i s s i o n and to t a l c r o s s s e c t i o n . 
­ P r o g r . R E P L O : p lo t t ing t r a n s m i s s i o n and c r o s s s e c t i o n . 
1. D e a d T i m e C o r r e c t i o n ( P r o g r . CHROD) 
CHROD can be u s e d wi th s p e c t r a d iv ided in to " s e c t i o n s " of d i f f e ren t 
c h a n n e l wid th W ( " a c c o r d e o n s y s t e m " ) . The d e a d t i m e c o r r e c t e d s p e c t r u m 
i s 
X 
C. = S. τ—. + R (1 .1 ) 
J J J " 1 
X "iij­NDT S i 
w h e r e j and i a r e c h a n n e l i n d i c e s , S i s the s p e c t r u m to be c o r r e c t e d , X 
the n u m b e r of t i m e s a l l c h a n n e l s a r e c y c l e d t h r o u g h ( n u m b e r of b u r s t s ) 
and R a round ing t e r m (in g e n e r a l R = 0. 5). 
The s u m a p p e a r i n g in f o r m u l a (1 . 1) i s p e r f o r m e d o v e r NDT c h a n n e l s 
p r e c e d i n g the j c h a n n e l d e p e n d i n g on the d e a d t i m e 
DT = W . NDT (1 . 2) 
When the r a n g e of c h a n n e l s c o v e r e d by the d e a d t i m e h a p p e n s to con ta in 
the b o u n d a r y b e t w e e n two s e c t i o n s of d i f f e r en t W, the s u m 
j ­ i .Σ . ,.__._ S of eq . (1 . l) i s sp l i t in two t e r m s giving the c o n t r i b u t i o n f r o m i = j ­ N D T i 
e a c h of t h e two s e c t i o n s ( s e e 10). 
The s t a t i s t i c a l e r r o r of t h e s p e c t r u m not c o r r e c t e d for d e a d t i m e i s 
AS. = ΛΓΙΓ (1. 3) 
ι v ι 
T h e r e f o r e the e r r o r of t h e d e a d t i m e c o r r e c t e d s p e c t r u m i s 
\(— ? J hC 2 
V ­ ã S 1 ) ΐή-NDT V T S ^ > ( 1 · 4 ) 
a c c o r d i n g to t h e l a w of e r r o r p r o p a g a t i o n . 
*) Manuscript received on 18 November I969. 
This leads to the formula 1 _ ' . . , /^ 
AC, X · ' S i + (S/(X. j­NDT Si» ­ . W S . » ( 15 ) 
X _i=j­NDT S i 
j ­ i 
The sum .Σ. ..TT^_ S. is split at the boundary between two sections of i=j­NDT ι 
different W as for eq. (1. 1). 
The execution of CHROD is necessary for writing the disk files to be 
read afterwards, even if no dead time correction is required. 
2. Smoothing the OUT Spectrum (Progr. KOLAR) 
This operation is performed on the dead time corrected OUT spectrum. 
The fitting function included in KOLAR is a linear combination of Legendre 
polynomials up to the 9 degree 
C = Σ ρ y (2. 1) 
η=0 η η 
with 
y = 1 ; y = χ ; y = 
0 1 η η 
and 
(2n­l)xy ­ (n­l)y 
n­1 n­2 
χ _ _ 1 + 2(i­i min) 
i ­i 
max mm 
In the last expression i is the channel index corresponding to χ and i , 
i . are the boundary channels of the section or pseudosection (see 
below) dealt with. 
The smoothing is performed by means of the least squares method [ l] . 
OUT The error of the smoothed spectrum C calculated channel by channel is 
OUT / 9 à r O U T 2 9 9 i r O U T ^rOUT 
AC° U T = \ / ι Σ η ( 4 ^ ΔΡτ) + 2 , Σ η Σ ΐ 4 . ι Α ι ^ - ^ ΔΡιΔΡ i 2 · 2 ) 
V 1=0 òp, cr 1 = 0 m=l+l 1, m ôp dp Π. Γτη v 
where A is the correlation matrix calculated by the subroutine UENDS L m and Δρ, ,Δρ' are the errors of the parameters p, and ρ 
rl rm r cl ^m 
In order to improve the fit, sometimes it is convenient to divide an accor­
deon section in "pseudosections" (see 11). The user must only introduce 
in the input data the pseudosections as real sections and define the initial 
delay, the channel width and all the other parameters as required for 
sections. 
It is also possible to exclude groups of channels from the "zones of interest" i. e. 
from the set of channels used in the fit (see 11). This is accomplished by 
specifying an even number KNUM and KNUM boundary values called KCHAN(l) 
in the input data. Channels falling between the boundaries KCHAN(l), KCHAN 
(1+1) with I odd will be taken into account for the fit. 
The user can drop channels at the edge of sections and pseudosections as 
well as in the middle (see 11). 
7 -
The subroutine ENDN will broaden the section or pseudosection ­ if 
necessary on both sides ­ to reach the closest multiples of 128: the 
values of the fitting function will be extrapolated. 
In this way complete records of 128 channels can be written on disk. 
(°) 3. Plotting the OUT Spectrum (Progr. CAOM) 
The plot will show the dead time corrected OUT spectrum and the 
smoothed one overlaid. The execution of CAOM is optional. 
4. Transmission and Cross Section (Progr. SITRA) 
IN SITRA evaluates for each channel i the background Β for the sample IN 
run according to the formula 
B I N = s e Ík + Bn (4. 1) 
ι 0 
and its error 
ΔΒ*Ν = γ e2ik(As2 + i2s2Ak2 + 2isAsAk Csk)+ Δ Β2 (4.2) 
where às, Ak, ΔΒ_ are respectively the standard deviations of s, k, Β 
and where C . is the correlation coefficient between s and k. 
th The energy for the i channel of each accordeon section is calculated 
in the following way 
„„ „ ^ x o m 2 _ , 72. 3 ■ DIST ) , . . 
E i ~ ( DELAY+W. i' {4· 5) 
where DELAY and W (initial delay and channel width) are the values 
for the accordeon section considered and DIST is the length of the 
neutron flight­path. 
The transmission for the channel i is 
T M C ™ ­ k 2 B ™ ) i = — l — l (4 4) 1 „OUT . _IN K ■ ' (­>. ­ κ_ ri. ι 3 ι 
IN OUT 
where the spectrum C is dead time corrected and C is dead time 
corrected and smoothed. The normalization factors are defined as follows: 
τ ™O U T , LM 
k 1 LM IN ' 
where LM indicates the preset local monitor count; 
k - 1 ■ B O U T 
K2 ~ ' k = — 
k3 BIN 
where Β indicates the background spectrum. 
(°J For what concerns the plot subroutines see [5] 
8 -
The e r r o r in t h e t r a n s m i s s i o n i s 
<k.Acf)2 + <VcfT)2 
1 = ( C O U T - k , B I N ) 2 
ι 3 ι 
, , _ I N . RINv - / ^ O U T INv , . / 9 
Γ k 3 ( C i - k 2 B i ) - k 2 ( C i - k 3 B i > Λ Π Ι Ν 1 2 , 1 / 2 , , _. 
+ Lkl , OUT Γ _IN ,2 Δ Β ΐ J ) <4-5> 
(C. - k 3 B . ) 
The to ta l c r o s s s e c t i o n i s 
-In T. 
°i = THICK <4" 6 ) 
w h e r e THICK i s the t h i c k n e s s of the s a m p l e e x p r e s s e d in a t o m s p e r 
b a r n . 
The e r r o r in t h e c r o s s s e c t i o n i s 
ΔΤ. 
Δ σ ΐ = T. . THICK <4· 7> 
ι 
5. P lo t t i ng T r a n s m i s s i o n and C r o s s Sec t i on ( P r o g r . R E P L O ) 
The e x e c u t i o n of R E P L O , p lo t t i ng both the t r a n s m i s s i o n and t h e t o t a l 
c r o s s s e c t i o n i s o p t i o n a l . The d a t a r e q u i r e d for the p lo t can be supp l i ed 
in SITRA o r d i r e c t l y in R E P L O ( see 9). 
6. O p e r a t i n g P r o c e d u r e s 
The IN and OUT s p e c t r a a r e t a k e n e i t h e r f r o m t a p e o r f r o m c a r d s . In 
the f i r s t c a s e the t a p e i s p r e p a r e d by m e a n s of the p r o g r a m C A T A P [2] 
b e f o r e s t a r t i n g the d a t a r e d u c t i o n . In the s econd c a s e BCD c a r d s , p u n c h e d / 0 \ 
by the p r o g r a m KOCO m u s t be supp l i ed a s s p e c i f i e d in t h e input of CHROD 
( see 9. 1). 
The d a t a r e d u c t i o n p r o g r a m s m u s t be r u n in the o r d e r : CHROD, KOLAR, 
CAOM, SITRA, R E P L O . H o w e v e r , t he p r o g r a m s doing p l o t s , i . e . CAOM 
and R E P L O can be sk ipped wi thout a f fec t ing t h e e x e c u t i o n of t h e o t h e r p r o ­
g r a m s in t h e s e q u e n c e . 
The r e s u l t s of the p r o g r a m s CHROD, K O L A R and SITRA a r e s t o r e d on 
d i s k in o r d e r to be u s e d by t h e p r o g r a m s fol lowing in the s e q u e n c e . 
T h e r e f o r e t h e d a t a r e d u c t i o n p r o c e d u r e can be i n t e r r u p t e d a f t e r t he 
e x e c u t i o n of e a c h p r o g r a m and l a t e r on r e s u m e d . 
T h i s w a y e r r o r s a p p e a r i n g in one of t h e p r o g r a m s can e a s i l y be c o r r e c t e d . 
TOT 
See a p p e n d i x 1 
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SITRA can punch two types of ca rds to be used in p r o g r a m s performing 
numer ica l ana lys is of neutron r e sonances : 
a) c a rd s containing the t r a n s m i s s i o n (FORMAT 8F9. 7, 214) [3 ] . 
b) ca rds containing the energy, the c r o s s section and i ts e r r o r (FORMAT 
3E15. 4, 25X, 110) [4] . 
The blank ca rd s to be punched mus t be supplied at the end of the input for 
SITRA. 
If both types of ca rds a r e requ i red SITRA mus t be run two t i m e s . 
7. Time Requ i rements 
A complete reduction of a spec t rum of 4096 channels without plots and 
punched ca rd s takes 115 minutes on the IBM 1800 computer . It t akes 
45 minutes to punch 4096 c a r d s . 
Anyway the t imes used by CHROD (10') , KOLAR (60') and SITRA (45' 
without punched cards) a r e pr inted at the end of the corresponding out-
put (approximative t imes) . 
8. Use of Disk F i l e s 
CHROD 
Ope ra t . 



















Dead t ime co r rec t ed 
IN spec t r . 
Dead t ime co r r ec t ed 
OUT spect r . 
Dead t ime co r rec t ed 
IN e r r o r 
Dead t ime co r rec t ed 



























Dead t ime co r r ec t . OUT 
spect r . 
Dead t ime co r r ec t . OUT 
e r r o r 
Smoothed OUT spectrxim 
Smoothed OUT e r r o r 
Miscel laneous data to be 



















Miscel laneous data from 
KOLAR 
Dead t ime co r r ec t ed OUT 
spect r . 





(°) This index specifies the r e c o r d number in the disk r e a d / w r i t e s t a t e m e n t s . 
­ 1 0 ­
SITRA 




































Smoothed OUT spec t r . 
Smoothed OUT e r r o r 
Dead t ime co r r ec t ed IN 
spec t r . 
Dead t ime co r r ec t ed IN 
e r r o r 
T ransmi s s ion 
Cros s section 
E r r o r in the c r o s s section 
Miscel laneous data 
Subrout. 









read 8 PINCO IG 
" 7 CLAES IV 
" 10 CROS IA 
Miscel laneous data 
T ransmi s s ion 
Cros s section 
Main p rogr . 
Il 
9. Input Data 
9. 1. P r o g r a m CHROD 
l S t A 
1 card 
Column 
1 ­ 72 
74 ­ 76 
2 card 
1 
2 ­ 5 
6 ­ 10 
11 ­ 12 
13 ­ 20 
21 ­ 25 
26 ­ 30 
31 ­ 3 5 ) 
) 
66 ­ 70 ) 
FORMAT (20A4) 
Alphanumerical information as TITLE 
ΔΜΑ1Μ ­ ^ ' * o r ^ spec t rum 
"OUT, for OUT spec t rum 
F Q R M A T ( I 1 , I 4 , I 5 , I 2 , E 8 . 3 , 1015) 
1, no dead t ime cor rec t ion 
2, dead t ime cor rec t ion reques ted 
identification of the spec t rum (ID ¿ 0) 
number of channels there in (NPOIN ^ 4096) 
number of sect ions of accordeon (NR ^ 8) 
number of bu r s t s (format E) 
1, input spec t r . f rom tape ­ output spec t r . on disk 
2, " " " " ­ no output on disk 
3, input spec t r . f rom c a rd s ­ output on disk 









1, punch and l i s t the co r r ec t ed spec t rum 
2, punch only the co r r ec t ed spec t rum 
3, l i s t only the co r r ec t ed spec t rum 
4, ne i ther punch nor l i s t the co r r ec t ed spec t rum 
the l a s t channel of the L 
sys tem (L = 1, NR) 
th section of the accordeon 
- 11 
3 r d c a rd FORMAT (II, F 9 . 5, FIO. 5, 2F5. 4, 8F5 . 0) 
. > TOR OTT - *' w ^ i e n dealing with IN spec t rum 
2, when dealing with OUT spec t rum 
2 - 1 0 W the width of the channels of the las t section 
1 1 - 2 0 DT dead t ime (in the same unit of W) 
2 1 - 2 5 ROUND the rounding t e r m in the formula 
NDT = DT/W + ROUND 
2 6 - 3 0 R the rounding t e r m used in the express ion of 
co r r ec t ed spec t rum (equation 1.1) 
3 1 - 3 5 ) 
) YACT(L) the ra t io between the width of the channels of 
66 - 70 ) the L t h section and of the ( L - l ) t h section 
(YACT(l) i s r ead but not used; L = 1, NR) 
The following ca rd s mus t be introduced only if a magnet ic tape mus t 
be read by the subroutine F L T P E (called by HROE), that i s only if 
IT = 1, 2. 
Optional card FORMAT (12, IX, 211. 12, 4X, 14, 15) 
1 - 7 the complete identification of the spec t rum (set the point 
in column 3) 
1 2 - 1 5 NFA = 1 
1 6 - 2 0 NTPA the unit where the tape containing the spec t rum 
mus t be mounted 
If IT = 3 ,4 , the spec t rum follows with FORMAT (6X, 8F7. 0). 
Repeat the same scheme for IN and OUT spect ra if requi red . Add 
th ree blank ca rds at the end of the whole input data. 
Limi ta t ions and r e m a r k s 
The dead t ime range cannot exceed the width of a section. In output W 
is the width of the channels of the f i rs t section. NPOIN must be a m u l -
t iple of 128. 
9. 2. P r o g r a m KOLAR 
A. The following ca rds have to be entered for each accordeon section: 
l S t card FORMAT (18A4,13) 
Column 
1 - 7 2 TITLE a lphanumerica l information 
73 - 75 ITITL not used 
2 n d ca rd FORMAT (2413) 
1 - 3 NC the number of cycles of l eas t squares fit (NC = l) 
4 - 6 NV the number of p a r a m e t e r s to be va r i ed (NV = 10) 
7 - 9 NX = 1 
12 
0 der iva t ives calculated by the subroutine CALCN 
1 der iva t ives calculated numer ica l ly 
13 - 15 T,.r 0 each observat ion has a different weight 
1 each observat ion has weight 1 
1 6 - 1 8 IP = 0 
1 9 - 2 1 IT = 0 
3 r d card FORMAT (13) 
1 - 3 NP the number of t r i a l p a r a m e t e r s to be read 
plus one (NP = 11) 
4 t h card FORMAT (8F9. 4) 
P(l) the I t r i a l p a r a m e t e r (up to the 8 ) 
FORMAT (8F9. 4) 
P(9) 
O{ ' s ) the las t t r i a l p a r a m e t e r s 
P ( l l ) the number of p a r a m e t e r s read ( P ( l l ) = 10.) 
FORMAT (2015) 
1 - 5 KNUM the number of boundar ies of i n t e re s t zones 
(KNUM ¿ 12; KNUM must be an even number) 
6 - 10 ) t h 









- 9 ) 
) 






6 1 - 6 5 ) 
N. B. See 2 for explanations. 
7 t h card FORMAT (7211) 
1 ) 
. . . . ) K(l) All the values mus t be = 1 to show that all the 
10 ) p a r a m e t e r s mus t be var ied for the l eas t squa res 
fit (I = 1, 10) 
Optional card FORMAT (8E9. 4) Only if ID=l) 
rVt 
1 - 9 ) =0 the der ivat ive with r e spec t to the I p a r a m e t e r 
) DP(I) calculated by CALCN 
64 - 72 ) /O the increment of P(l) for the numer ica l calculation 
of the der ivat ive (format E) 
Inser t two ca rds like that for entering up to 10 values of DP(l). 
If data for another section of accordeon follow, in se r t a blank ca rd before 
the new set (A); if no m o r e sect ions mus t be t r ea ted go on with the following 
card (B). 
- 13 
Β . L a s t input c a r d (con ta in ing i n f o r m a t i o n for p lo t t ing OUT s p e c t r u m ) 
F O R M A T (215, 6 F 1 0 . 0, 2110) 
KCHA1 φ 0, f i r s t channe l of the f i r s t s e c t i o n to be p l o t t e d 
KCHA2 l a s t c h a n n e l of the l a s t s e c t i o n to be p lo t t ed 
W l M a x i m u m v a l u e of OUT s p e c t r u m to be p lo t t ed 
W2 m i n i m u m v a l u e of OUT s p e c t r u m to be p l o t t e d 
SIZX L e n g t h of t h e χ a x i s 
SI Ζ Y L e n g t h of the y a x i s 
n r y 0 l i n e a r s c a l e for χ a x i s 
1 l o g a r i t h m i c s c a l e for χ a x i s ' 
n 0 l i n e a r s c a l e for y a x i s 
1 l o g a r i t h m i c s c a l e for y a x i s 
N. B. K C H A 1 - 1 and KCHA2 m u s t be m u l t i p l e of 128. 

















T h i s p r o g r a m wi l l be s k i p p e d if no plot of the u n s m o o t h e d and s m o o t h e d 
OUT s p e c t r u m i s r e q u e s t e d . The input i n c l u d e s only one c a r d i n d i c a t i n g 
in the c o l u m n s 1-3 t h e t a p e un i t for the plot in the f o r m ±±I (I c a n be any 
i n t e g e r in the r a n g e 0-3) . 
9. 4. P r o g r a m SITRA 
SITRA r e q u i r e s t h e s p e c t r u m subd iv ided a c c o r d i n g to the a c c o r d e o n s e c t i o n s 
d e t e r m i n e d only by the d i f f e r en t width of t h e c h a n n e l s . No c h a n n e l g a p s b e ­
t w e e n the d i f f e r en t s e c t i o n s a r e a l l owed . R e p e a t the folio-wing se t of input 
d a t a (excep t the b lank c a r d - r e q u i r e d at t he end) for e a c h a c c o r d e o n s e c t i o n . 
No m o r e than 8 s e c t i o n s can be d e a l t wi th . 
F O R M A T (18A4, 214) 
T I T L E a l p h a n u m e r i c a l 
I T I L T the f i r s t channe l of t h i s r e g i o n 
I T O T the l a s t c h a n n e l of t h i s r e g i o n 
N. B. I T I T L - 1 and I T O T m u s t be m u l t i p l e of 128. 
F O R M A T ( 3 F 1 0 . 0, 2 E 1 0 „ 6 , 2 F 1 0 . 0) 










































C2 k 7 ) wi th r e f e r e n c e to t h e equa t ion (4. 4) of 
) t h e t r a n s m i s s i o n 
) wi th r e f e r e n c e to the e q u a t i o n (4. l ) of 
C3 k_ 
the b a c k g r o u n d ( fo rma t E ) 
DS the s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n of s 
DC the s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n of k 
F O R M A T (3F10 . 0 ,15, 5X, 3 F 1 0 . 0) 
BO Β a s u s e d in t h e b a c k g r o u n d equa t i on (4. 1) 
DBO S t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n of BO 
RHOSC C o r r e l a t i o n coef f ic ien t b e t w e e n s and k u s e d 
for e v a l u a t i n g the e r r o r of the b a c k g r o u n d (eq. 4. 2) 
K Z Q not u s e d 
DIST l e n g t h of f l igh tpa th in m e t e r s 
51 _ 60 DELAY t h e d e l a y in u s e e of the f i r s t channe l of t h i s 
­ 14 
a c c o r d e o n s e c t i o n (channe l I T I T L ) 
6 1 ­ 7 0 WDH c h a n n e l wid th in / u s e e 
4 t h c a r d F O R M A T (FIO. 0) 
1 ­ 1 0 THICK t h i c k n e s s of the s a m p l e 
5 t h c a r d F O R M A T (4F10 . 0, 315) 
1 ­ 1 0 S IZXT l e n g t h of e n e r g y a x i s for p lo t t ing t h e t r a n s m i s s i o n 
1 1 ­ 2 0 S IZYT l e n g t h of t r a n s m i s s i o n a x i s 
2 1 ­ 3 0 TMAX u p p e r l i m i t of t r a n s m i s s i o n 
3 1 ­ 4 0 TMIN l o w e r l i m i t of t r a n s m i s s i o n 
41 ­ 45 L O G E T = ° e n e r g y a 3 d s } i n e a i L . . 
1 e n e r g y a x i s l o g a r i t h m i c a l 
., _ . τ . ­ , , „ 0 t r a n s m i s s i o n a x i s l i n e a r 
4 0 ­ 50 L U L r l ­ , . . . . . . . . . . 
1 t r a n s m i s s i o n a x i s l o g a r i t h m i c a l 
Í 0 no p u n c h 1 punch e n e r g y , c r o s s s e c t i o n and i t s e r r o r 2 punch t r a n s m i s s i o n (8 v a l u e s p e r c a r d ) 
F O R M A T (4F10 . 0 , 215) 
SIZXS l e n g t h of e n e r g y a x i s for p lo t t ing the c r o s s s e c t i o n 
SIZYS l e n g t h of c r o s s s e c t i o n a x i s 
SM AX u p p e r l i m i t of c r o s s s e c t i o n 
SMIN l o w e r l i m i t of c r o s s s e c t i o n 
41 ­ 45 L O G E S = °*™τΖΥ a x i s î i n e a r ^ . , 
1 e n e r g y a x i s l o g a r i t h m i c a l . / _Λ T . ~ ^ 0 0 c r o s s s e c t i o n a x i s l i n e a r 4 b ­ bU LULtb = . . . . . . 1 c r o s s s e c t i o n a x i s l o g a r i t h m i c a l 
If t he punch op t ion i s u t i l i z e d , i n s e r t b l ank c a r d s to be p u n c h e d at t h e end 
of the input c a r d s . Anyway , the l a s t input c a r d m u s t be a b lank c a r d . 
R e m a r k s 
The 5 and 6 d a t a c a r d s a r e r e q u i r e d for e a c h a c c o r d e o n s e c t i o n . N e v e r ­
t h e l e s s , only the i n f o r m a t i o n g iven for t h e l a s t s e c t i o n wi l l be s a v e d on d i s k 
f i le 8 for p o s s i b l e u s e in R E P L O . If s o m e v a l u e of t h e t r a n s m i s s i o n i s not 
p o s i t i v e , SITRA wi l l s u b s t i t u t e it w i th t h e v a l u e 1. T h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g v a l u e 
of the c r o s s s e c t i o n wi l l be SMAX, t h e m a x i m u m v a l u e f o r e s e e n for t h e 
c r o s s s e c t i o n i t se l f . 
9. 5. P r o g r a m R E P L O _ 
R E P L O i s r e q u i r e d only w h e n the t r a n s m i s s i o n and the c r o s s s e c t i o n s 
h a v e to be p lo t t ed . 
s t 1 c a r d s e l e c t i n g the t a p e for t h e p lo t 
1 ­ 3 ±±I (I i s any i n t e g e r in t h e r a n g e 0­3) 











A b lank c a r d c o n c l u d e s the input if R E P L O r e c e i v e s d a t a d i r e c t l y f r o m 
SITRA t h r o u g h the d i s k f i le 8. (Such da t a a r e a l s o p r i n t e d in the l a s t 
l i n e s of the output of S ITRA) . 
I n s t e a d of r e a d i n g t h e d i s k f i le 8 R E P L O can r e a d t h e s a m e da t a f r o m c a r d s . 
2 n d c a r d (opt ional ) F O R M A T (1615) 
1 ­ 5 KO f i r s t c h a n n e l to be p l o t t e d 
6 ­ 1 0 L M t o t a l n u m b e r of s e c t i o n to be p l o t t e d (LM á 8) 
1 . 1 _ ­ o r , T _ 0 l i n e a r s c a l e of x ­ a x i s ) 
1 l o g a r i t h m i c a l s c a l e of x ­ a x i s ) p lo t of 
,/ -,n χ /­ .^­.m 0 l i n e a r s c a l e of y ­ a x i s ) t r a n s m i s s i o n 
l b - ¿U l_i<JCjrl = . . » 
1 l o g a r i t h m i c a l s c a l e of y ­ a x i s ; 
21 ­ 25 LOGES . , , .. 
_ , , _ τ η Γ , ς ) t h e s a m e for the c r o s s s e c t i o n 
31 - 35 ) 
) 
66 - 70 ) 
t Vi 
) K K ( L ) t h e l a s t c h a n n e l of the L r e g i o n ( L = l , LM) 
3 r d c a r d (opt ional ) F O R M A T (18A4) 
1 - 72 T I T L E , a l p h a n u m e r i c a l 
4 t h c a r d (opt ional ) F O R M A T (3A4) 
1 - 12 T I T L 1 a l p h a n u m e r i c a l 
t h c a r d (opt ional ) F O R M A T (3A4) 
1 - 12 T I T L 2 a l p h a n u m e r i c a l 
6 t h c a r d (opt ional ) F O R M A T ( 8 E 1 0 . 4 ) 
1 - 10 S IZXT l e n g t h of x - a x i s v , i C 
i i ο η cr 7 ν τ · i A-i. t for t h e t r a n s m i s s i o n 
1 1 - 2 0 S IZYT l e n g t h of y - a x i s 
21 - 30 SIZXS v .. t ., 
, 1 ._ „ ς ) the s a m e for the c r o s s s e c t i o n 
4 1 - 5 0 TMAX m a x i m u m v a l u e of the t r a n s m i s s i o n 
5 1 - 6 0 TMIN m i n i m u m v a l u e of the t r a n s m i s s i o n 
61 - 70 SMAX » ., , ., 
„ , nn . , „ . , ) the s a m e for t h e c r o s s s e c t i o n 
7 1 - 8 0 SMIN 
7 c a r d (opt ional ) F O R M A T ( 8 E 1 0 . 4) 
2 
1 - 1 0 VI the quan t i t y (72. 3 ± DIST) , a l r e a d y c a l c u l a t e d 
by SITRA 
1 1 - 2 0 D E L A Y t h e d e l a y of the c h a n n e l KO, t h e f i r s t t o be p lo t t ed 
rVi 
) W(L) c h a n n e l w id th of t h e L s e c t i o n 
2 1 - 3 0 ) 
7 1 - 8 0 ) 
N. B. If L M > 6, con t inue wi th t h e s a m e F O R M A T us ing a n o t h e r c a r d . 
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10. Scheme of Dead Time Correction (see 13) 
An exemple of a spectrum with three accordeon sections is shown 
1s t section 2nd section 3 r d section 
case3 
niini 
c a s * 1 cas*2 
ι ι I 
case 1 
' ι ι ι ι ι 
case2 
I 
c a s · 1 
Ι ι ι ι ι 
DT DT DT 
In the 3 rd section the range of dead time DT covers 2 channels, in 
the 2nd region 4 channels and in the first region 8 channels. 
11. Scheme of Section, Pseudosections and Zones of Interest 










N.B. the continuous vertical lines represent multiples of 128 
12. Block Diagrams 
12.1 Program CHRØD 
17 
Main Program 
- » ( C A L L H R Ø E ) 




(CALL E X I T ) 
Subroutine HRØE 
Read the TITLE and the words IN or (BUT 
I 
Read KDEAD,ID,NP0IN ,NR ,Χ,ΙΤ , IC , IND ; IØRØU , W, DT .ROUND ,R, YACT 
\ Read the complete identif., NFA, ΝΤΑΡΑ / 
1 
Read the spectrum 
from BCD cards 







L· FACT = 1 Z¡Z 
= 1 
149 
Δ Spectr = V Spec tr 
L = N R - N + 1 
W=W/FACT 
NDT = DT/W+R0UND 
I 
I 
Write:"N0 DEAD TIME 
CORRECTION PROVIDED" 
150 i 
( R E T U R N J 










L _ [ 







Μ = 1 
Ι 
Start d.t. correction from JJ, the last chann. of this section 
I 
Evaluate for each channel of case 1 the 
corrected spectrum T(J)and its error DC0UT(J) 
40 
= 0 r 
( RETURN ) 









( CALL EXIT 3 
Start d.t. correction from J2,the last channel of case 2 
1 
Evaluate Τ (J) and its error 
1 
DC0UT (J) for case 2 
19 
Subroutine OCTAL 
Start d. t. correction from J= NDT, the last channel of case 3 
Evaluate T(J) and DC0UT(J) for case 3 
Write IN spectr. and its error 
on disk files IRMA and TIBER 
Write 0UT spectr. and its error 












t the d.t. corrected spectrum T(J) / 
j 
( RETURN *) 
\ Pr'i η t DCOUT(J), the error of d. t. corrected spectrum 
TX 7 
( RETURN^) 
12.2 Program KØLAR 20 
Main Progr. KØLAR 
r * 1 CALL LSOFN 
CALL ØPSQ 
CALL UENDS 










N^Read TITLE, NC, NV, NX,ID,IW, IP, IT; NP and P ( I ) for I=1,NP Ύ 
V R e a d KNUM and KCHAN ( I ) for 1 = 1 , KNUM / 
i 
( CALL INPUT ) 
1 
Select the channels in the zones of interest. 
Define NO and DX = 2/(KCHAN (KNUM) - KCHAN(1) ) 
I 1301 
\ Read K(I) for I = 1,NV / 
1 
( R E T U R N ) 
C 
Subroutine INPUT 
I Read ØUT spectr. and its error from disk f i les GRACE and PADUS 
i 
( RETURN ) 
Subroutine UENDS 
Evaluate correlation matrix and error propagation 
\ 
(CALL ENDN) V 







( R E T U R N ) 
Write on disk file AGATAj 
information for CAØM 













X=-1 + DX.( l -KCHANd)) 
Q 
I 
( CALL CALCN) 
Evaluate the smoothed spectrum Y0 ( I ) 
and its error SIGYØ ( I ) 
SE^. ï t the error SIGYØ w 
\ Print Y0 (JJ) in zones cancelled o u t / 
"35 ♦ 
IC = KCHA1/128 +1 
19 = IC 
( Í Write the smoothed OUT spectrum ΥΦ and its error SIGYØ on disk files ARNUS and ERRØR 
( RETURN ) 




Define the section index L and a i ds for handl ing disk f i l e s 




Define other aids for reading d isk f i l es 
τ ITIT = 0 





CALL EXIT D 
Read CI, C2, C3, S, C, DS, DC; Ββ, DBØ, RWÖSC, KZQ.-DIST. DELAY, 
WDH,THICK,SIZXT, SIZYT.TMAX, TM IN, LØGET, LØGT, 
IPNCH;SIZXS, SIZYS, SMAX, SMIN, LOGES, LOGS 
800 
13 Q 
Evaluate B,DB,T, DT, SIGMA,DSIGM, EE 
channel by channel in the range (KCHA1 KCHA2) 
± 
ι : 
Print the spectra read and the quant i t ies 
evaluated in the range (KCHA1.KCHA2) 
Ξ 
Wri te the t ransmiss ion ,Ö and Δ ο on disk/ 










CALL EXIT J 
// JOB X X X 
// FOR CHRUD 
*IOCS(CARD,1443PRINTER,DISK. 
*LIST SOURCE PROGRAM *NON PROCESS PROGRAM ΦΟΝΕ WORD INTEGERS C CHRONOS DEFINE FILE 1(32,256,U,I A) DEFINE DEFINE DEFINE COMMON COMMON COMMON CALL 1 CALL 
MAGNETIC TAPE) 
2 U,IBFILE 4(32,256,U,14) FILE 5(32,256,U,IE) KDEAD,I D,NPOIN,IMR ,X,IT,IC, I OROU , W , DT , ROUND , R , K PAGE ,N()T IND(8),YACT(8),T(4129 ) ,T I TL E(18) DC0UT(4096),ΔΝΑΜ,Ι ,J,K,L,M,I 2,J2,JJ,INDEX,Ν,ΝΟ CLOCK(IBEGT) HROE IF(IU)99,99,2 2 CALL CHROC CALL OCTAL GO TO 1 99 CALL CLOCK«I ENDT) DELTT=IENDT-IBEGT DELTT=DELTT*0.06 WRITE(6,7) DELTT 7 FORMAT(1HO,'THE TIME 1F6.0 ) CALL EXIT END 
REQUESTED FOR RUNNING CHROD IN MINUTES IS' 
LHKUUOOl 
CHROD002 CHR0Ü003 CHR0U004 CHROD005 CHR0D006 CHROD007 CHR0D008 CHR0Ü009 CHR0D010 CHR0D011 CHRÜD012 CHR0D013 CHR0D014 CHR0D015 CHR0D016 CHR0D017 CHRÜÜ018 CHR0U019 CHR0D020 CHR0D021 CHRÜD022 CHR0D023 CHR0D024 CHR0D025 








FEATURES SUPPORTED NONPROCESS ONE WORD INTEGERS IOCS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR CHROD COMMON 16544 INSKEL COMMON 0 VARIABLES 32 PROGRAM 72 
ΰ 
END OF COMPILATION 
// FOR HRfih n m *LIST SOURCE PROGRAM HROE 00? *NON PROCESS PROGRAM HROE 003 *ONE WORD INTEGERS UROE 004 SUBROUTINE HROE HROE 005 DIMENSION I DA(5) HROE 006 DIMENSION SCAL(24),IDSPC(16),SPECA(4129) HROE 007 COMMON KDEAD,ID,NPOIN,NR,X,IT,lC, I OROU,W,DT,ROUND,R,KPAGE,NDT HROE 008 COMMUN IND(8),YACT(8 ) ,Τ(4129),Τ Ι ΤLE(18) HROE 009 
Κ 
Rflrø. R^pyy^Q^^Í ΐΑΝΑΜ,Τ . JtK,L,Mt 12, J2tJJ , INOEXtNtND HROE 010 
QUIVALENÇE SPECAÍ 1 ) , Τ ( 1 ) i t( Τ ( 4097 ) , SCAL ( 1 ) ) , HROE Oil 
_ Τ (4121),IUSPC(2)) HRDF Dl? KPAGE-1 uont; η ι ■? REAü(5,lll) (TITLE(I),1=1,18),ANAM HROE 014 
111 FORMATI20A4) HROF 015 
44 F0RMAriIl,l4,I5,I2,F8.3,10I 5) HROE 017 
t i t READ(5,444)I0R0U,W,DT,ROUND,R,(YACT(L),L=l,NR) RROI 018 444 F0RMAT(I1,F9.5,F10.5,2F5.4,8F5.0) ÏÏROE 019 IF(ID)99,99,1001 HROE 020 1001 IF(IT-2)2,2,3 HROE 021 2 READ(5,45)(I DA(Κ),K=1,4),NFA,ΝΤΑΡΑ HROE 022 45 ÍR^eVEÜ2'1*211'12'4*14'15^ HROE 023 IDA(5)=NFA HROE 024 CALL FLTPE(IDA,SPECA,SCAL,IDSPC,ΝΤΑΡΑ) HROE 025 RETURN HROE 026 3 REAÜ(5,46)(T(I ) ,I=1,NP0IN) HROE 027 ' 
99 R F T f l ^ ( 6 X , 8 F 7 * 0 ) H R 0 E 028 5¿ 
9 9 cE,AURN HROE '029 , 
t N D HROE 030 
FEATURES SUPPORTED NONPROCESS ONE WORD INTEGERS CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR HROE COMMON 16544 INSKEL COMMON O VARIABLES 10 PROGRAM 216 
END OF COMPILATION 
// FOR *LIST *NON Ρ «ONE W 
SOURCE PROGRAM ROCESS PROGRAM ÜRD INTEGERS SUBROUTINE CHROC COMMON KDEAD,ID,NP0IN,NR,X,IT,IC,IOROU,W,UT COMMUN I ND(8),YACT(8),T(4129),TITLE(18) COMMUN DC0UT(4096),ΔΝΑΜ,Ι,J,K,L,M,I2,J2,JJ, WRITE(6,112)(TITLE(I),I=1,18),Κ PAGE 112 FORMAT (1H1, 18A4, 30X, 5HPAGE=,I3) KDEAU= 1 NO DEAD TIME CORRECTION PROVI KDEAU= 2 DEAD TIME CORRECTION PROVIDED GO T0(149,5),ΚΟΕΑΟ 




T I M E C O R R E C T I O N PROVIDED ) 
7 8 
12 42 
FACT=1. DO 35 N=1,NR L=NR-N+1 W=W/FACT NDT=DT/W+ROUNü I F ( L-l )99,6,7 INDEX=IND(L) GO TU 8 
INDEX=IND(L)-IND(L-1) I2=INDEX-NDT IF(I2)12,13,13 WRITE(6,42) L FORMAT!1H0,'DEAD TIME 1' - CALL EXIT') CALL EXIT 
RANGE LARGER THAN THE SECTION NUMBER',14, 
CASE NO, 
I ,J, JJ, I2,J2,K 
* * CASE ,14 ARE JJ=,I6,8H 
Φ * * 
13 M=l WRITE(6,999) KDEAD,ID,M,L 999 FORMAT»1H0,101 14) J=INU(L) J2 = J JJ=IND(L) WRITE(6,47)L,M,JJ,J2,NR,I2,NDT 47 FORMAT (11H0REGI0N N0.,I4,12H IS FOR STARTING THE COMPUTATION 24,4H I2=,I6,11H * * * NDT=,I6) IF(I2)99,29,25 2 5 DO 2 8 K= 1,12 EVALUATE THE PROBABILITY FOR EACH CHANNEL JJ=J-1 P=X DO 23 I=1,NDT P=P-T<JJ) JJ=JJ-1 23 CONTINUE A=T(J) TTT=A/P 
DCOUT(J)=SQRT(A+TTT*TTT*(X-P))*X/P T(J)=TTT*X+R 
CHRUCOOO CHR0C001 CHROC002 CHR0C003 CHR0C004 CHRÜC005 CHROC006 CHR0C007 CHR0C008 CHR0C009 CHR0C010 CHR0C011 CHR0C012 CHRÜC013 CHR0C014 CHRUC015 CHRUC016 CHR0C017 CHR0C018 CHROC019 CHR0C020 CHR0C021 CHR0C022 CHR0C023 CHR0C024 CHRÜC025 CHR0C026 CHR0C027 CHR0C028 CHR0C029 CHR0C030 CHR0C031 CHROC032 CHR0C033 CHR0C034 CHRÜC035 CHR0C036 CHRÜC037 CHR0C038 CHROC039 CHROC040 CHR0C041 CHROC042 CHRÜC043 C HRUC 04-4 ,56H - EXTRtME CHANNELCHR0C045 AND J2=,I6,6H - NR=,ICHR0C046 CHRÜC047 CHROC048 CHR0C049 CHROC050 CHR0C051 CHR0C052 CHROC053 CHR0C054 CHRÜC055 CHROC056 CHROC057 CHROC058 CHRÜC059 CHROC060 
PAGE 02 
J = J-1 
28 CONTINUE 29 WRITE(6,41)L,M,J,J2,P,JJ,NDT 41 FORMAT (11H0REGI0N N0.,I4,12H * * IS ARE ,I5,4H AND,I6,30H * * * THE 2* * JJ=,I6,11H * * * NDT=,I6) 




30 : (6,999 ) KUEAD,ID,M,L,I ,J,JJ,I2,J2,K '(L-l)+NDT 
31 
* CASE NO. M = 2 WRITE(6,9  J=INU J2 = J 
WRITE(6,47)L,M,JJ,J2,NR,I2,NDT 
DO 32 K=1,NDT C EVALUATE THE PROBABILITY FOR EACH CHANNEL JJ=INÜIL-1)+l ND=J-IND(L-1)-1 P=X DO 31 I=1,ND C CONTRIBUTION TO Ρ FROM THE CURRENT SECTION P=P-T(JJ) JJ=JJ+1 CONTINUE IACT=YACT(L) ND=(NDT-ND)*IACT JJ=IND(L-1) DO 33 I=1,ND C CONTRIBUTION TO Ρ FROM THE PRECEDENT SECTION 
P=P-T(JJ) 
JJ=JJ-1 
33 CONTINUE A=T(J) TTT=A/P 
DCOUT(J)=SQRT(A+TTT*TTT*(X-P))*X/P 
T(J )=TTT*X+R 





34 F0RMAT(63H THE RATIO BETWEEN THE WIDTH OF THE 
1TI0N L=,I6,28H AND OF THE PRECEDENT ONE IS,F8. FACT=YACT(L) 3 5 CONTINUE 40 RETURN 150 RETURN 99 CALL EXIT END FEATURES SUPPORTED NÜNPROCESS ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR CHROC 
COMMON 16544 INSKEL COMMON 
32 
CHROC061 CHRÜC062 CHROC063 3H - EXTRtME CHANNELCHR0C064 LITY IS,E12.4,10H * CHR0C065 
CHR0C066 CHROC067 CHR0C068 CHROC069 CHR0C070 CHR0C071 ÇHROC072 CHR0C073 CHR0C074 CHR0C075 CHRÜC076 CHR0C077 CHR0C078 CHROC079 CHRÜC080 CHR0C081 CHR0C082 CHR0C083 CHRÜC084 CHROC085 CHRÜC086 CHR0C087 CHR0C088 CHR0C089 CHRÜC090 CHR0C091 CHRÜC092 CHR0C093 CHR0C094 CHR0C095 CHRÜC096 CHR0C097 CHRÜC098 CHR0C099 CHRÜC100 CHR0C101 CHR0C102 CHANNELS UP THIS SECCHR0C103 0) CHR0C104 
CHR0C105 CHR0C106 CHR0C107 CHR0C108 CHR0C109 CHR0C110 CHR0C111 
ι 
0 VARIABLES -18 PROGRAM 934 
END OF COMPILATION 
// FOR ÜCTALOOI *LIST SOURCE PROGRAM OCTAL002 *NONPROCESS PROGRAM UCTAL003 *UNE WORD INTEGERS ÜCTAL004 SUBRUUTINE OCTAL OCTAL005 COMMON KDEADjID,NP0IN,NR,Χ,ΙΤ,ΙΚ,IOROU,W,DT,ROUND,R,Κ PAGE,NUT OCTAL006 COMMON IND(8),YACT(8),T(4129 ) ,TITLE(18) 0CTAL007 COMMON DC0UT(4096),ΑΝΔΜ,Ι ,J,Κ,L,M,I 2,J 2,JJ,INDEX,Ν,ND OCTAL008 GO TO (150,40)»KDEAD UCTAL009 C Φ Φ Φ CASE NO. 3 OCTALOIO 40 M = 3 0CTAL011 WRIT E(6,6666) ID,KDEAD,Ι Κ,M,NDT,I,J,NPOIN,Ν,J2,NR , L,JJ,Ι NDËΧ, Κ, Ι Τ, OCTALO 12 112,ND 0CTAL013 6666 FORMATI IHO,'ID =',I5,'KDEAD =',2016) 0CTAL014 J = NDT 0CTAL015 J2=J 0CTAL016 WRITE(6,47)L,M,JJ,J2,NR,12,NDT OCTAL 017 47 FORMAT (llHOREGION N0.,I4,12H Φ Φ Φ CASE ,I4,5bH - EXTREME CHANNELÛCTAL018 IS FOR STARTING THE COMPUTATION ARE JJ = ,I6,8H AND J2=,I6,6H - NR=,I OCTAL 019 24,4H I2=,I6,11H Φ Φ Φ NDT=,I6) 0CTAL020 DO 37 K=1,NDT 0CTAL021 C EVALUATE THE PROBABILITY FOR EACH CHANNEL WITH A DECREASING NO. OF TERUCTAL022 JJ=1 0CTAL023 ND=J-1 ÜCTAL024 P=X UCTAL025 DO 43 1=1,ND 0CTAL026 P=P-T(JJ> 0CTAL027 JJ=JJ+1 0CTAL028 43 CONTINUE 0CTAL029 ' A = T(J) 0CTAL030 to TTT=A/P OCTAL031 DCOUT(J)=SQRT(Α+ΤΤΤΦΤΤΤΦ(X-P))*X/P OCTAL03 2 T(J)=TTTΦX+R 0CTAL033 J=J-1 0CTAL034 37 CONTINUE UCTAL035 WRITE(6,41 )L,M,J,NDT,P,JJ,NDT,DCOUT(1) OCTAL036 41 FORMAT (llHOREGION N0.,I4,12H * Φ Φ CASE ,I4,23H - EXTREME CHANNELOCTAL037 IS ARE ,15,4H AND,I6,30H Φ Φ Φ THE LAST PROBABILITY IS,E12.4,10H Φ 0CTAL038 2Φ Φ JJ = ,I6,11H Φ Φ Φ NDT=,I6/1H0, 'DCÜUT(1) = ' ,F7.0) 0CTAL039 OCTAL040 DCOUT ( 1)=S0RT (T(D) 0CTAL041 150 GO TO(51,52,51,52),ΙΤ 0CTAL042 51 GO Tü(151,152),IOROU UCTAL043 C IN-SPECTRUM SAVED FUR BEING READ IN SITRA 0CTAL044 151 IA=1 0CTAL045 14=1 0CTAL046 WRITE! 1 Ί Α ) (TU 1 ),I 1 = 1, NPOlN) OCTAL047 WRITE(4'I4)(DCOUT( I ),I=1,NPOΙ Ν) 0CTAL048 GO TU 52 0CTAL049 C OUT SPECTRUM SAVED ON DISK 0CTAL050 152 IB=1 0CTAL051 IE=1 OCTAL052 WRITb(2'lB) (T(I),I=1,NP0IN) OCTAL053 WRITE(b'IE) (DCOUT!I),1=1,NP0IN) UCTAL054 52 IF!IK-2)54,54,55 OCTAL055 
54 W R I T E ( 5 , 4 6 ) ( Τ ( I ) , I = 1 , N P Ο Ι Ν) 0CTAL056 
46 F 0 R M A T ( 6 X » 8 F 7 . 0 ) OCTAL057 
55 GO T U ( 5 6 , 1 , 5 6 , 1 ) , I K UCTAL05A 
56 W R I T E ( 6 , 4 8 ) I D,NPOIΝ,X,W,DT,ROUND 0CTAL059 
48 FORMAT(1H0,58X28HDEAU TIME CORRECTED SPECTRUM/ /34X3HID= , I 5 , 8H NPUUCTAL060 




16 58 14 59 
61 
112 
15 66 69 1 
DO 59 IC=1,NP0IN,16 
IE = IC+15 
IF ((IC-1>/848*848-IC+l) 58,57,58 
WRITE(6,112)(TITLE(I),I=1,18),KPAGE 






OF THE COUNTS (6,14)(DCOUT WITH SAMPLE ·,A4) ( ICC) ,ICC=IC,IE),IE 
FEATUR S SUPPORTED NONPROCESS . ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR OCTAL COMMON 16544 INSKEL COMMON 
OCTAL 062 0CTAL063 0CTAL064 0CTAL065 OCTAL066 0CTAL067 0CTAL068 0CTAL069 0CTAL070 0CTAL071 OCTAL072 0CTAL073 0CTAL074 ÜCTAL075 0CTAL076 ÜCTAL077 0CTAL078 0CTAL079 0CTAL080 OCTAL081 0CTAL082 OCTAL083 
VARIABLES 20 PROGRAM 882 
ι 
END OF COMPILATION 
// JOB // FOR ΦΙOCS( ΦίΙ$Τ *ΟΝΕ W ΦΝΟΝ Ρ C 
DI 
DI DI DI DI 1 
X KOLAR CARD,1 SOURCE ORD IN ROCESS KOLAR DEFINE DEFINE DEFINE DEFINE DEFINE SK FIL 
SK FIL SK FIL SK FIL SK FIL CALL L CALL CALL U GO TU END 
443PRINTER,DISK) 
PROGRAM TEGERS PROGRAM 
F I L 
F I L 
F I L 
F I L 
F I L 
E 2 GRACE 
2(32, 256,U,IB) 3(32,256,U,IC) 5(32,256,U,IE) 6! 1,88 ,U,IF" 9(32,256.U, 
Ë 5 E 3 E 9 E 6 SQFN UPSü ENDS 1 




BY READ BY WRITTEN WRITTEN WRITTEN 
INPUT SMOOT I NPUT BY END BY END BY END 
Φ CONTAINS D.T. CORRECTED NOT HED Φ C Ν Ν Ν 
) OUT 
;ONTAINS ERROR OUT SMUOTHEÜ OUT SMUUTHEU SPECTRUM LINKAGE BETWEEN KOLAR 
ÜF THE PRECEDING 
SPECTRUM - ERROR AND 
KULAROOl KULAR002 KOLAR003 K0LAR004 KOLAR005 K0LAR006 KOLAR007 KOLAR008 K0LAR009 KOLAROIO KOLAROll KOLAR012 KOLAR013 K0LAR014 KOLAR015 K0LAR016 KOLAR017 CAOMKULAR018 KÜLAR019 KOLAR020 KÜLAR021 KOLAR022 KÜLAR023 
FEATURES SUPPURTED NONPROCESS ONE WORD INTEGERS IOCS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR KOLAR 
COMMON O INSKEL COMMON O VARIABLES 3 6 PROGRAM VO 








/ FOR LSQFN LIST SOURCE ONE WORD INT NON PROCESS SUBRUUT LSQFN 












SQUARE UN TITLE ON DP( 1 ON DIAG( ON TITST TITLE,P, NC,NV,NX SÜRTW.DY SIGP,IST KCHAN,KN ÜX,TITST IBEGT 18A4,I3) 1H118A4, 2413) 32H0NUMB BE VARIE 
ISI2) 31H0ÜERI 57H0NUME 
L 
L L L L L L ( 10) L D( 10)L L 
FIT 4096 OBSERVATIONS (18),P( 11) ,YU(4129),SIGYU(409ò),KI 0),S0SIG(2),AM( 55),V( 10),DC< 10),UV( 1U),D 
10),PD(10 ) ,ROW( 10) ,PERR(10) ,KCHAN( 12) ( 18) XX ,YO,SIGYO,KI ,DP.SQSIG,AM,V,DC,UV,UD,D I AG,PÜ,ROW ,ID,IW,IP,IT,NP,ISENT,NU,NM,NCY,IC,S IG,YC ,WDY,DPK,PSAVE,YD,JK,ISING,II,IID,PÜI,IJ,IJÜ,PÜLU OP,NT,NpCD ,ISWI ,PERR UM,KCHA1 ,KCHA2 ,KPÄGE 
18X ,4HPAGE,I 3) 
ER OF CYCLES IN THIS JOB IS12/37H0NUMBER OF Ρ D ISI3/51H0NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLtS PE 
VATIVES PROGRAMMED BY USER) 
RICAL DERIVATIVES UNLESS PARAMETER INCREMENT 
31H0WEIGHTS TO BE SUPPLIED BY USER) 34H0UNIT WEIGHTS TO BE SET BY PROGRAM) 36H0PARAMETERS TO BE READ AS INPUT DATA) 34H0PARAMETERS TO BE TAKEN FROM CYCLEI2,16H 
ARAMETL R OBSEL L L IS ZERL L L L L OF PREVIOUS JOBL L 
67 69 70 71 
I3,77X/(8F9.4,8X)) 29H0NUMBER ÜF PARAMETERS READ IS 13) 31H0NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS READ ISI6) 7211 ) 8E9.4) 
11H0INPUT DATA/30H0 I P(I) KI(I) DP(I)/1H ) 
IH 13,FIO.4,14,3X,Ell.4) 
51H0C0RRECTED PARAMETERS NOT TO BE SAVED FUR LATER USE) 
51H0C0RRECTED PARAMETERS TO BE WRITTEN ON PRIVATE TAPE) CALL CLOCK(IBEGT) KPAGE=1 
READ TITLE AND CONTROL CARD 
READ (5,51) (TITLE(I),I =1,18),ITITL DO 2 I=1,18 TITSTd )=TITLE(I ) WRITE(6, 52) (TITLE(I ) ,1=1,18),Κ PAGE 
KPAGE=KPAGE+1 
READ (5,53) NC,NV,Νχ,I D,IW,Ι Ρ,I Τ 
WRITE(6,54) NC,NV,NX 
IF(ID)206,204,206 
204 WRITE(6,58 ) GO TO 207 
206 WRITE(6,59) 


















GO TO 211 
210 WRITE(6,62) 
211 IF(IP 1212,212,214 
212 WRITE(6,63) 
GO TO 215 
214 WRITE(6,64IIP 
215 I F ( IT-l»216,218,218 
216 WRITE(6,94) 
GU TO 301 
218 WRITE(6,95) 
READ TRIAL PARAMETERS 
301 REA0(5,66) NP,(Ρ(I ) , I= 1, NP) 
C C 
WRITE(6,67 )NP 
READ)5,6) KNUM, (KCHAN(I ) ,1=1,KNUM) 6 FORMATI20I5) CALL INPUT 
N0 = 0 DO 4 J=1,KNUM,2 J1=KCHAN(J) J2=KCHAN(J+l) 
I1=N0+1 
N0=N0+J2-J1+1 DO 5 1=11,N0 YO(I )=Y0( Jl ) 
SIGYO)I )=SIGY0(Jl) 5 J1=J1+1 4 CONTINUE 0X=J2-KCHAN(1) 
DX=2./UX WRITE(6,69) NO 
READ KEY INTEGERS AND PARAMETER INCREMENTS IF SPECIF IED 
I F ( N C ) 1 6 0 1 , 1 6 0 1 , 1 3 0 1 
1301 READ(5 ,70 ) (Kl (I ) , I = 1 , N P ) I F ( 1 0 ) 1 5 0 1 , 1 6 1 1 , 1 5 0 1 
1501 R E A D ( 5 , 7 1 ) ( D P ( I ) , I = 1,NP ) 
GO TO 1621 
1601 DO 1602 1=1,NP 
1602 Kl(I)=0 








DO 1612 1=1,NP 
DP (I )=0.0 
NM=(ΝνΦ(Νν+1))/2 
SQSIG! 1 )=0.0 
PUT UUT WRITE(6 DO 1653 WRITE(6,93 ) RETURN END 
TRIAL PARAMETERS, KEY INTEGERS, AND PARAMETER INCREMENTS 
I=1,NP 
Ι , Ρ ( I ) , ΚI ( I ) , D Ρ ( I ) 
FEATURES SUPPORTED NONPROCESS ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR LSQFN COMMON 16916 INSKEL COMMON 
LSQFN123 LS0FN124 LSQFN125 LSQFN126 LSQFN127 LSQFN128 LSQFN129 LSQFN130 LS0FN131 LSQFN132 LSQFN133 LSQFN134 LS0FN135 LSQFN136 
0 VARIABLES PROGRAM 886 
END OF COMPILATION 
ω to 
// FOR Φ LI S Τ ΦΟΝΕ W *NONPR 
19 
SOURCE ORD IN OCESS SUBRUU DIMENS 
ÜIMENS 
DIMENS DIMENS COMMON COMMON COMMON COMMON COMMON COMMON IB = 1 IE = 1 READ ( READ ( RETURN END 
PROGRAM TEGERS PROGRAM TINE INPUT ION TITLE(18),P( 11) , YO(4129),S I GYO(4096),Κ I ( 10) ΙΟΝ DP( 10),SOSIG(2),ΑΜ( 55),V( 10),DC( 10),0V( 10),DD( 10 ION DIAG(10),PD(10 ) ,ROW(10) ,PERR(10),KCHAN(12> ION TITST! 18 ) TITLE,P,XX,YO,SlGYO,KI,DP,SQSIG,AM,V,DC,DV,Dü,DIAG,Pü,ROW NC,ΝV,NX,ID,IW,IP,ΙΤ,ΝΡ,I SENTtNO,ΝΜ,NC Υ,IC,SIG,YC SQRTW.ÜY.WDY.DPK,PSAVF,YD,JK,ISING,I I ,II D,PU Ι,I J,I JD,POLD SIGP,ISTOP,NT,NPCD , I SW I ,PERR KCHAN,KNUM,KCHA1 ,KCHA2 ,KPAGE DX,TITST 
2ΊΒ) 5ΊΕ ) IYO(I),1=1,4096) (SIGYOd ),I =1,4096) 
INPUT001 INPUT 002 INPUT003 INPUT004 INPUT005 INPUT006 ι INPUT007 INPUT 008 INPUT009 INPUTOIO INPUT011 INPUT012 INPUT013 INPUT014 INPUT015 INPUT016 INPUT017 INPUT018 INPUT019 INPUT020 INPUT021 
FEATURES SUPPORTED NONPROCESS ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR INPUT COMMON 16914 INSKEL COMMON 
END OF COMPILATION 
0 VARIABLES PROGRAM 62 
// FOR ΦΟΝΕ WORD IN ΦίΙ5Τ SOURCE ΦNONPROCESS 
SUBROU C 








ION T I T L E ( 1 8 ) , P ( 11) 
ION DP( 10 ) , S Q S I G ( 2 ) , A M 
ION D I A G ( 1 0 ) , P D ( 1 0 ) , R O W 
ION T I T S T ! 1 8 ) 
T I T L E , Ρ , X X , Y O , S I G Y O , Κ I ,DP,SOS I G , A M , V NC, ΝV, NX,Ι D,IW,IP,Ι Τ,ΝΡ,ΙS ENT,NO,NM, SQRTWjDY,WDY,DPK,PSAVE SIGP, ISTOP,NT,NPCD ,1 KCHAN,KNUM,KCHA1 ,KCHA DX,TITST 
,Y0(412 
'{ 55),V( 10), (10) ,PERR(10) 
' , l i t i c i , IMU i W I , :,YD,JK,ISING,I SWI .PERR 
\2 ,KPÄGE 
9) ,SIGY0(4096) , 
DC( 10),DV( 10) 
,KCHAN(12) 
,DC,DV,DD.DIAG, NCY, IC,SIG,YC I,IIÜ,PUI,IJ,IJ 
KI ( 1 
,DD( 
Ρ D, RO 
D,POL 
52 FORMATtIH 118A4,18X,4HPAGE,I3 

















46H0CALCULATED γ BASED 60H0 Y(OBS) YÍCALC ) 1X,F10.0,5F10.4,F10.0) 51H0AGREEMENT FACTORS W*(0-C)**2) IS Ell.4/3 
ON PARAMETERS ) OBS-CALC BEFORE CYCLEI2) SIGIO) (0-C)/SIG(0) 
BASED ON PARAM 
5H0SQRTF(SUM(W ETERS BEFORE CY * ( O C ) * * 2 ) / ( N 0 -CLE I NV ) ) 
60H0ESTIMATED AGREEMENT FACTORS BASED ON PARAMETERS AFTE 
/20H0SUM(W*(n-C)*«2) IS E 11 .4/35H0SQRTF ( SUM ( W* ( 0-C 1 **2 1 / 
S FIO.4) 
62H MATRIX HAS A ZERO DIAGONAL ELEMENT CORRESPONDING TO 
3,16H OF THOSE VARIED) 
40H SINGULARITY RETURN 





FROM MATRIX I 





ES AND ONE FIN 
PT ON LAST CYC 
AL CALCULATION OF Y 
LE 
NCY=NC+1 
START LOOP TO PERFORM NC CYCL 
DO 8 5 0 1 IC=1,NCY 
CLEAR ARRAYS AM AND V EXCE 
I F(IC-NCY)18 51,2001, 2001 
.851 DO 1852 1=1,NM 
.852 AM(I)=0.0 
DO 1902 1=1,NV .902 V(I )=0.0 
INITIALIZE FOR CYCLE IC AND PUT OUT CAPTION FOR LIST OF Y(CA !001 SQSIG(2)=SQSIG( 1 ) SIG=0.0 WRITE(6,52) (TlTLEd ) ,1 = 1,18) 
KPAGE=KPAGE+1 WRITE(6,72) IC WRITE(6,73) 
OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ 
0) OPSQ 
10)0PSQ OPSQ OPSQ 
W OPSQ OPSQ D OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ 
2/20PSQ IS OPSQ OPSQ 
R COPSQ (NOOPSQ OPSQ PAROPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ EROPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ 
LOOPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ 













START LOOP THROUGH NO OBSERVATIONS I 1 = 1 DO 4LJ=1,KNUM,2 J1=KCHAN(LJ) J2=KCHAN(LJ+1) XX=J1 12=11+J2-J1 
DO 5 1=11,12 
X=-l,+ϋΧΦ(ΧΧ-ΚΟΗΑΝ( 1 )) 
ENTER USERS SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE Y(CALC) AND DERIVATIVES CALL CALCNIX ,YC,P,DC) 
OBTAIN WEIGHT AND CALCULATE QUANTITIES FRUM Y(OBS )-Y(CALC) IFU W)2601,2501 ,2601 





PUT OUT Y(CALC) AND OTHER INFORMATION FOR ONE OBSERVATION 
I F U C - D 2 7 5 1 , 2 7 5 1 , 2 7 5 0 





I F( ( ( Ι - 5 5 ) / 5 5 ) Φ 5 5 - Ι + 5 5 ) 2 7 5 1 , 2 7 5 2 , 2 7 5 1 
2752 W R I T E ( 6 , 5 2 ) ( T I T L E ( I I ) , I I = 1 , 1 8 ) ,KPAGE 
KPAGE=KPAGE+1 
W R I T E ( 6 , 7 3 ) 
; BY-PASS DERIVATIVE AND MATRIX SET-UP ON FINAL CALC OF Y 
















START LOOP TO STORE AN ARRAY OF NV DERIVATIVES 
J = l 
DO 4 1 0 1 K=1,NP 
I F ( K I ( K ) ) 4 1 0 1 , 4 1 0 1 , 3 2 0 1 
I F ( 1 0 ) 3 4 0 1 , 3 3 0 1 , 3 4 0 1 
OBTAIN DERIVATIVE FROM THOSE PROGRAMMED BY USER 
DV(J )=S0RTW*DC(K) 
GO TO 400 1 
OBTAIN TVERIVATIVE NUMERICALLY UNLESS PARAMETER 
INCREMENT IS ZERO 
DPK=DP(K) 
I F ( D P K ) 3 6 0 1 , 3 3 0 1 , 3 6 0 1 
CALL CALCNIX 
PSAVE=P(K) Ρ(K)=PSAVE+DPK ,YD,P,DD) 
DV(J)=SQRTW*(YD-P(K)=PSAVE YO/DPK 
OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ 
064 065 066 067 068 069 070 071 072 073 074 075 076 077 078 079 080 081 082 083 084 085 086 087 088 089 090 091 092 093 094 095 096 097 098 099 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 
PAGE 03 












C C C 
XX=XX + 1. CONTINUE 
I 1 = 12+1 
N0 = I2 NX=ISWI 
J = J + 1 
CONTINUE 
END LOOP TO OBTAIN DERIVATIVES 
START LOOP TO STORE MATRIX AND VECTOR. 
1604 OR GLS STORAGE SCHEME IS REVERSE OF 7090 ÜR GLS 
JK = 1 
DO 5001 J=1,NV 
TEMP=DV(J) 
IF(TEMP)4501,4401,4501 
BY-PASS IF DERIVATIVE IS ZERO 
JK=JK+NV+1-J 
GO TO 5001 




V(J)=V(J)+TEMP*WDY CONTINUE CONTINUE 
END LOOP TO STORE MATRIX AND VECTOR 











COMPUTE AND PUT OUT AGREEMENT FACTURS SüSlGd )=SQRT (SIG/FLOAT (NO-NV)) WRITE(6,80) IC,SIG,SQSIG(1) 
BY-PASS MATRIX INVERSION AND PARAMETER OUTPUT ON FINAL CYCLE IF(IC-NCY15401,8701,8701 
START LOOP TO TEST FOR ZERO DIAGONAL ELEMENT 
ISING=0 11=1 I ID=NV DO 5801 1=1,NV 
IF(AM(II ) )5701,5601,5701 
ISING=1 WRITE(6,83) I 
11=1 I +1 ID 
I ID=I IÜ-1 
CONTINUE 
END LOOP TO TEST FOR ZERO DIAGONAL ELEMENT 
TERMINATE JOB IF ZERO DIAGONAL ELEMENT WAS FOUND I F(ISING ) 10 301 ,600 1,10 30 1 
UPSü OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ' OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ UPSQ 
125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 
PAGE 04 
C ENTER SUBROUTINE TO REPLACE MATRIX WITH INVERSE OPSQ 186 6001 CALL MATIO ( AM,NV,I SING) OPSQ 187 IF(ISING)6201,6301,6201 OPSQ 188 
C TERMINATE JOB IF SINGULAR MATRIX WAS FOUND OPSQ 190 6201 WRITE(6,85) OPSQ 191 10301 CALL EXIT OPSQ 192 
C OPSQ 193 
C START LOOP FOR MATRIX VECTOR MULTIPLICATION FOR OPSQ 194 
C „, „ „ , PARAMETER CHANGES OPSQ 195 
6301 DO 7201 1=1,NV OPSQ 196 
C OPSQ 197 PDI=0.0 OPSQ 198 U = I OPSQ 199 IJD=NV-1 OPSQ 200 DO 7001 J=1,NV OPSQ 201 C OPSQ 202 PDI=PDI+AM(IJ)*V( J) OPSQ 203 IF! J-I)6701,6801,6901 OPSQ 204 C OPSQ 205 6 7 0 1 I J = I J + I J D OPSQ 206 IJD=IJD-1 OPSQ 207 GO TO 7001 OPSQ 208 C OPSQ 209 C SAVE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF INVERSE MATRIX OPSQ 210 6801 DIAGU )=AM( IJ ) OPSQ 211 C OPSQ 212 6901 IJ=IJ+1 OPSQ 213 7001 CONTINUE OPSQ 214 ι 
c OPSQ 215 ω 
PD!I)=PDI OPSQ 216 ^ 
SIG = SIG-PDI*VU ) OPSQ 217 ' 




C C c C c 
WRITE(6,81 ) PUT OUT ESTIMATED IC,SIG,SQSIG(1) AGREEMENT FACTORS 
8501 END LOOP CONTINUE THROUGH NC CYCLES AND FINAL CALC OF Y 
OR END JOB 
8701 RETURN END 
FEATURES SUPPORTED NONPROCESS ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR OPSQ COMMON 16914 INSKEL COMMON 0 VARIABLES 
OPS 
OPS OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ OPSQ 
247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 
22 PROGRAM 1372 
END OF COMPILATION 
00 
/ / FOR 
Φ ί Ι $ Τ SOURCE PROGRAM 
ΦΟΝΕ WORD INTEGERS 
*NONPRUCESS PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE ΜΑΤΙ O ( A M , Ν , N F A I L ) 













K = l 
I F ( 
AM! 
GO 
-r* V V 
DO 
IMA 




K L I 
KMI 
I F ( 






V 'T* 'fi 
TER 
I F ! 
I F ( 
V 'f V 
10 
s * * * * * * * SEGMEN 
FACTOR MATR 
T 1 OF CHOLESKI 




Ε X TRANS 
V V -r r 
POSE 
ΦΦ 







6 K = K 
7 CON 
N - l ) 1 0 , 8 
1 ) = 1 . 0 / A 




* * LOOP 
6 L=M,N 
A = 0 . 0 
= L 
=M 
I M A X ) 2 3 , 
**SUM OV 
2 1 = 1 , I M 
A=SUMA+A 
- I 
= K L I + J 
=KMI+J 
**TERM=C 
M = A M ( K ) -
L - M ) 3 , 3 , 
T E R M ) 1 0 , 




I L = K 
TO 300 




,9 M i l ) 
M OF A 
L OF A 
2 3 , 1 
ER 1=1 
AX 
M(KL I ) 
( L , M ) -
SUMA 
5 
1 0 , 4 
)=SQRT 
(TERM) 
( L , M ) ***** 
( L , M ) ***** 







A M ( l ) = l 
KDM = l 
Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ S 
DO 104 
KDM=KÜM 
Í¡C 3¡C 3¡í *f. 3{í p ^ 
TERM = AM(KÜM) KMI=0 KL I =L IMAX=L-
o, -J. sU sV Vf Ç 
'i- t- Ί* -!- 1* ^ 
DO 103 
K = K L I 
3¡c a¡; ifí ;,; -,. ^ SUMA=0 DO 102 I I =KMI + 
* * * 
VERS 
.O/A 
TEP L = 2 , + N-L ECIP 1 . 0 / = TER 
SEGMEN ION OF M( 1 ) 
T 2 OF CHOLESKI 
TRIANGULAR MATR INVERSION 






OF DIAGONAL TERM 
) 
1 TEP M = l , 
UM Τ 
O 
I = M , 
I 
M OF Β IMAX 
ERMS Φ 
IMAX 
( L , M ) ***** 







































































































































202 203 204 300 
DIAGONAL ***** 
SUMA=SUMA-AM(KLI )*AM(I I ) 
KLI=KLI+N-I ***** MULT SUM * RECIP OF AM(K)=SUMA*TERM J = N-M KLI=K+J KMI=KMI+J CONTINUE 
********** SEGMENT 3 OF CHOLESKI INVERSION ********** *****PREMULTIPLY LOWER TRIANGLE BY TRANSPOSEΦΦΦΦΦ 
DÕ 20 3 M=1,N 
KLI=K DO 202 L=M,N KMI=K IMAX=N-L+1 SUMA=0.0 DO 201 1=1,IMAX SUMA=SUMA+AM(KLI)*AM(KMI) 




FEATURES SUPPORTED NONPROCESS ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR MATIO COMMON 0 INSKEL COMMON 
MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT MAT 




0 VARIABLES 18 PROGRAM 510 
END OF COMPILATION 
// FOR 
ΦΟΝΕ WORD INTEGERS 
ΦίΙ5Τ SOURCE PROGRAM 
ΦιΝΟΝ PROCESS PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE UENDS 
DIMENSION TITLE(18),P( 11) ,YO(4129),S IG YO(4096),Κ Ι( DIMENSION DP! 10 ) ,SQSI G(2 ) ,AM( 55),V( 10).DC( 10),DV( 10),DD( DIMENSION DI AG(10),PD(10),ROW(10) , PERR(10 ) ,KCHAN(12) DIMENSION TITSTÜ8) 
10) 10 
52 97 98 99 














TITLE,P,XX,YO,SIGYO,KI ,DP,SQSI G,AM,V,DC,DV,UD,ÜI AG,PD,ROW NC, NV, NX, I D, I W, IP ,ΙΤ,Ν Ρ, I S ENT, NO, NM, NC Y, I C S I G, YC SOR TW,DY,WDY,DP Κ,PSAVE,YD,JK,I S ING,I I,I I D,PD Ι,I J,I JD,POL D SIGP,ISTOP,NT,NPCD , ISW I ,PERR 
KCHAN,KNUM,KCHA1 ,KCHA2 ,KPAGE ÜX ,TITST IBEGT 
FORMAT(IH 118A4,18X,4HPAGE,I3) FORMATI19H0C0RRELATI0N MATRIX) FORMAT(1HOI3,10F12.7/(1H 3X,10F12, FORMAT!' PROPAGATION OF ERRORS') IF(NC)10301 ,10301,8801 
7) ) 
CALCULATE AND PUT 
W R I T E ( 6 , 5 2 ) ( T I T L E U 
KPAGE=KPAGE+1 
W R I T E ( 6 , 9 7 ) DU 9101 1=1,NV 
OUT CORRELATION MATRIX ,1=1,18) 
OIAGU ) = 1.0/S0RT 





DO 9601 J=1,NV 
ROW! J )=0.0 CONTINUE 
DO 10001 J=I,NV 
ROW(J)=AM(IJ)*DIAG(I)*DIAG(J) AMIIJ )=ROW(J ) IJ=IJ+l CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,98 )I ,(ROW! J ),J=1,NV) 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,52) (TITLE(I ) 
KPAGE=KPAGE+1 
WRITE(6,99) 
I J = l 1=1 
J = l 
I = 1 , 1 8 ) , K P A G E 
DO 10200 





J = I ,NV ROW (J )=AM(I J)ΦPERR( I ^ PERR (J ) IF(I-J)1010 5,10104,1010 5 ROW(J)=2.*R0W(J) AMU J)=ROW( J ) 





C C 10301 
I J = IJ + 1 
WRITE(6,98) I,(R0W(J),J=1,NV) 
CALL ENDN 
READ(5,2)KCHA1,KCHA2,W1,W2,SIZX,SIZY,L0GX,L0GY FORMAT(2I5,4F10.0,2I10) CALL CLOCK)I ENDT) 
DELTT=IENDT-IBEGT DELTT=DELTT*0.Q6 WRITEI6.7) DELTT 7 FORMATI IHO, 'THE TIME H O N OR PSEUDOSECTION IF(KCHA1)489,488,489 488 RETURN 489 IF=1 WRITE(6' IF ) (TITSTII ) . 1SIZX,SIZY,W1,W2,L0GX. 
REQUESTED IS ',F6.0, BY KOLAR FOR ' MINUTES') DEALING WITH THIS 
1 = 1,18), (TITLE! I),1=1,18 LOGY," ,KCHA1,KCHA2, ίΥ,ΧΧ,ΥΟϋ) WRIT E(6,490) (ΤI TSΤ(I ) , I= 1 ,1 8 i, (Τ ITL E( I) , I=1,18) ,KCHA1,KCHA2, 1SIZX,SIZY,W1,W2,L0GX,L0GY,XX,YO(1) 490 FORMAT(18A4/18A4/2I12/4E18.7/2 I 10,2 El 8.7) CALL EXIT END 
FEATURES SUPPORTED IMONPROCESS ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR UENDS COMMON 16916 INSKEL- COMMON 0 VARIABLES 20 PROGRAM 
UE 


































ORD INTEGERS ÜCESS PROGRAM 
SUBROUTINE ENUN 
DIMENSION DP( 10 ) , SOS I G(2),AM( 55),V( 10),DC! 10),DV( 10),DD( 10 DIMENSION TITLE(18),P( 11) , YO(4129),SIGYO(4096) ,K I ( 10) DIMENSION DI AG(10),PD(10),ROW(10) , PERR(1 O),KCHAN(12) DIMENSION TITST! 18) 
COMMON TITLE, Ρ,XX,YO,SIGYO,Κ I,DP,SQSIG,AM,V,DC,DV,UD,D I AG,PD,ROW 
C O M M O N N C , N V , N X , I D , I W , Ι Ρ ,1 Τ , Ν Ρ , I S E N T , N O , N M , N C Y , I C S I G , Y C 
COMMON SQRTW,DY,WDY,DPK,PSAVE,YD,JK, ISING,II , II D,PDI,IJ,IJD,POLD 
COMMON SIGP,ISTOP,NT,NPCD ,ISWI ,PERR 





Κ ^ Α Τ = Κ ^ Α 1 - Κ ^ Α Τ Φ 1 2 8 - 1 
KCHAI=KCHAI-KCHAT 
KCHAT=KCHA2/128 
KCHAT=KCHA2-KCHATΦ128 IF(KCHAT)4,4,3 KCHA2=(KCHA2/128+1)Φ128 CONTINUE DO 10 I=KCHA1,KCHA2 SQERR =0. X=I-KCHAN(1) X=X*DX-1. 










Y - CALCULATED STORED ON MATRIX Y 
Y0(I )=YC 
J = l DO 9 K=1,NP IF (ΚΙ (K) )9,9,6 IF(ID)7,8,7 DV(J)=DC(K) GO TO 11 DPK= DP(K) IF (DPK) 12,8,12 PSAVE = Ρ(K) Ρ(K)=PSAVE+DPK CALL CALCNfX DV(J)=(YD-YC)/DPK Ρ(K)=PSAVE J = J + 1 CONTINUE JK=1 DO 13 J=1,NV TEMP=DV(J) IFITEMP)14,15,14 JK=JK+NV+1-J GOTO 13 DO 16 K=J,NV SQERR =SQERR +AMUK JK=JK+1 CONTINUE IF( SQERR )17,18,18 WRITE(6,19) 
OBSERVED 
l*TEMP*DV(K) 
ENDN E NON ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENÜN ENDN ENDN ENUN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENÜN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN 
001 002 003 004 005 006 007 008 009 010 Oil 012 013 014 015 016 017 018 019 020 021 022 023 024 025 026 027 028 029 030 031 032 033 034 035 036 037 038 039 04 0 041 04 2 043 044 045 046 047 
04 8 049 050 051 052 053 054 055 056 057 
























Ï A S O N ' / / ) S I G Y O d )=SQRT CONTINUE W R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 ) ( T I FORMAT»ΙΗ Ι , ΙΘΑ W R I T E ( 6 , 2 1 ) 
0F0RMAT(55H0LIS 
1 / / ) KCHA3=KCHA2-9 K = l DO 23 J=KCHA1 , JE = J+9 W R I T E ( 6 , 2 2 ) I F ( ( ( K - 5 5 ) / 5 5 ) W R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 ) ( T I KPAGE=KPAGE W R I T E ( 6 , 2 1 ) K=K+1 CONTINUE FORMAT ( 1 5 , 1 0 I F ( J E - K C H A 2 ) 9 1 J = J E + 1 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 2 ) I F(KNUM - 2 ) W R I T E - 1 6 , 2 0 ) ( T I KPAGE=KPAGE W R I T E ( 6 , 9 3 ) 
OFORMAT (49 HOL 
1 / 60H0 2X (I )/1Η ) KNUMl=KNUM-l K = l 
DO 98 J=2,KNUM JJ1=KCHAN(J) JJ2=KCHAN(J+l) DO 96 JJ = JJ1 , J X=JJ-KCHAN(1) Χ=ΧΦ0Χ-1. XX=JJ 
WRITE(6,97)Y0( IF(((K-551/55) WRITE(6,20)(TI KPAGE=KPAGE WRITE(6,93) 
K = K + 1 CONTINUE FORMAT ( 10X,F WRITE(6,99) FORMAT(1H0) 
OUT SMO IC=KCHA1-(KCHA I F(IC-l)30,35, WRITE(6,31 ) FORMATI IHO, 'ER 
IF 128 ' ) CALL EXIT IC=KCHA1/128+1 
I 9 = 1 C 
WRITE(3'IC) 
WRITEI9'19)(SI 




TING OF THE ERRORS UF Y-CALCULATED FOR ALL CHANNEL 
KCHA3,10 
J, ( SlGYO ( I ), I=J,JE) Φ55-Κ+55) 33,24,33 TLE( IQZ ) ,I0Z = 1,18),KPAGE + 1 
F12.4 
,92,91 
J, ( SIGYOÍ I ) , I=J,KCHA2 ) 94,94,95 
TLEdQZ ) ,IQZ=1,18) ,KPAGE + 1 
ISTING OF Y-CALCULATED IN ZONES CANCELLED OUT / 
Y(OBS) Y(CALC) ÜBS-CALC SIG(O) (0-C)/SIG(0) 
1,2 
2 
JJ),X ,XX Φ55-Κ+55) 41,42,41 TLEdQZ),I Q Z=l,18),K PAGE + 1 
10.0,30X, FIO.4,FIO.o: 
OTHED SPECTRUM SAVED FOR USE IN CAOM ANU SITRA 1/128 ) Φ128 30 
ROR DETECTED IN ENDN *** KCHA1-1 IS NOT A MULTIPLE 
(Y0(I ) , I=KCHA1,KCHA2) GYO(I ) ,I=KCHA1,KCHA2) 
PAGE 
REENÜN 
ENDN ENDN ENDN 
ENDN ENDN 
ENDN S ENDN 
ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN 




ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN 
ENDN ENDN 
ENDN ENÜN 
ENDN ENDN ENDN ENDN 
ENDN ENDN ENDN 
ENÜN 
ENÜN ENÜN ENDN ENDN 
ENDN ENDN ENDN ENUN 
ENDN ENDN 
ENDN 





ENDN ENDN ENDN 
; 02 
062 06 3 064 065 
066 06 7 
068 06 9 
070 071 072 073 074 075 




084 085 086 087 
088 089 
090 091 
092 093 094 095 
096 097 098 
099 
100 101 102 103 
104 105 106 107 
108 109 
110 





120 121 122 
fc 
RETURN END 
FEATURES SUPPURTED NONPROCESS ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR ENDN COMMON 16914 INSKEL COMMON 
PAGE 03 
ENDN 123 ENÜN 124 
0 VARIABLES 20 PRÜGRAM 1002 
END OF COMPILATION 
tn 
// FOR *LIST SOURCE PROGRAM *NONPROCESS PROGRAM ΦΟΝΕ WORD INTEGERS SUBROUTINE CALCN(Χ,Υ,Ρ,Ü] DIMENSION Pill) ,D(10 ) 
LEGENDRE 
10 
! D(1)=1. D(2 )=X MAX K=P(11)-2. Y=P(1)+P(2)*X DO 10 N=1,K FN = N D(N+2)=(1./(FN+1. 1D(N) ) Y=Y+D(N+2)*P(N+2) RETURN END 
NO. OF P(I 
POLYNOMS 
10 THEIR NO. IS GIVEN IN P(11) 
) )*( (2.*FN+1. )*X*D(N+1)-FN; 
FEATURES SUPPORTED NONPROCESS ' ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR CALCN COMMON 0 INSKEL COMMON 
END OF COMPILATION 
0 VARIABLES 12 PROGRAM 138 
CALCN002 CALCN003 CALCN004 CALCN005 CALCN006 CALCN007 CALCN008 CALCN009 CALCN010 CALCNOU CALCN012 CALCN013 CALCN014 CALCN015 CALCN016 CALCN017 CALCN018 CALCN019 CALCN020 CALCN021 CALCN022 
I 
I 
//JOB Χ // FOR CAOM ΦI0CS(CARU,1443PRI ΦίΙ5Τ SOURCE PROGR ΦΟΝΕ WORD INTEGERS ΦNONPROCESS PROGRA C CAOM 
EXTERNAL CAL DEFINE FILE DEFINE FILE DEFINE FILE DIMENSION EB COMMON Y0(40 DATA EBCX/' IF = 1 READ 16'IFll 1SIZX,SIZY ,W1 WRITE(6,12)S 120FORMAT(7HOSI 1 F10.2,5X, 7 
IB=KCHA1/128 IC=KCHA1/128 C READ UNSMOUTHED 
READ(2'IB)( WRITE(6,13)( 13 FORMAT)' PLO DO 11 1= 1, IFIYUd )-Wl ) 9 YO(I )=Wl 8 IF(YO)I )-W2 ) 10 Y0(I)=W2 
11 C O N T I N U E 
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 1 ) 
21 FORMAT(1H0,■ 
CALL F I NI M ( 
WRITE(6,22 ) 




3(32,256,U,IC) 6)1,88,U,I F) 
CX (3),EBCY(2) 96),TITLE» 18) ,TITST(18) NO. ' , 'NEL ·, 'CHAN'/,EBCY/ 
TITST 








TTING 4096 8,8 ,9 
NTS ' , ' CUU'/ 
,KCHA1,KCHA2, ( I ) ,1 = 1,18),»TITLE» I ) , 1=1,18 
OGX,LOGY,XX,Y0(1) IZY,W1,W2,L0GX,L0GY F10.2,3H CM, 5X,6HSIZY = F10.2,3H CM , 5X,7HH-MAX Ν = F10.2/7HOLOGX = I2,5X,6HL0UY = 12) 
OUT SPECTRA ANÜ SMOOTHED ) ,I=KCHA1,KCHA2 ) (11,1=1,18) 




STEP 2' ) Al +1 ,Y0(KCHA1),J ,1,1,1 
EBCY(2) ,8 ,0,CALCF) 0,0,SIZX,SIZY,LOGX,LOGY,1,0, 
STEP ,0) 3 ' ) 
R E A U ( 3 ' I C > ( Y O d ) , I=KCHA1 , K C H A 2 ) 
WRITE (6,3 ) ( T l T L E d ) ,1 = 1 , 1 8 ) 
3 FORMATI' PLOTTING THE SMOOTHED SPECTRUM DO 7 I=KCHA1,KCHA2 
I F (YOd )-Wl )4,4,5 
5 Y 0 ( I ) = W 1 
4 IF (YOd )-W2 )6,7,7 6 YOd )=W2 
7 C O N T I N U E 
WRITb (6,24) 
24 FORMAT(1H0,'STEP 4') r=KCHA2 -KCHA1 +1 CALL DESLF (X ,Y0( 
1L0GY,1 ,0, EBCX(3 ) ,-12,EBCY(2) WRITE(6,25 ) 
25 FORMAT!1H0,'STEP 5') SIZY=-SIZY+4. CALL FINIM (0,SIZY ) 
'//18A4//) 
KCHA1 ),I,1 
,8,0,CALCF) 1 ,1 ,0,0,SIZX,SIZY,LOGX, 
CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM = CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM CAOM 
001 002 003 004 005 006 007 008 009 010 011 012 013 014 015 016 017 018 019 020 021 022 02 3 024 025 026 027 028 029 030 031 032 033 034 035 036 037 038 039 040 041 042 04 3 044 04 5 046 04 7 048 04 9 050 051 052 053 054 055 056 057 058 059 060 061 06 2 06 3 
S 
CALL FINTR WRITE(6,26) 26 FORMAT(1H0, CALL EXIT END 




CAOM 066 CAOM 067 CAOM 068 FEATURES SUPPORTED NONPROCESS 
U N E W O R D I N T E G E R S 
IOCS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FUR CAOM COMMON 8264 INSKEL COMMON 0 VARIABLES 54 PROGRAM 636 
END OF COMPILATION 
è 
// FOR CALCF *LIST SOURCE PROGRAM *NON PROCESS PROGRAM ΦΟΝΕ WORD INTEGERS SUBROUTINE CALCF(X,NI , I F X=NI RETURN END 
FEATURES SUPPORTED NONPROCESS ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR CALCF COMMON O INSKEL COMMON 
CALCFOOl CALCF002 CALCF003 CALCF004 CALCF005 CALCF006 CALCF007 CALCF008 
O VARIABLES O PROGRAM 16 





/ JOB Χ λ 
/ FOR SITRA 
IOCS(CARU,1443PRINTER,DISK ) 
ONE WORD INTEGERS 
NON PROCESS PROGRAM 
LIST SOURCE PROGRAM 
















3 ( 3 2 , 2 5 6 . 4 ( 3 2 , 2 5 6 . 
1 
TRANSMISSION U , I A ) U , I C ) , U , I D ) 
7 (32,256,U,IW) 
8 ( 1,98 ,U,IG) 
9 (32,256,U, I E) 
FILEIO(32,256,U, IV) 
FILE 11(32,256,U,IZ) 







L = l 
I V = l" IW = 1 IG = 1 · Ι Ζ =1 
CLOCK!IBEGT) 








FOR EACH SECTION 
1=1,18) ,1TITL, ITOT 
13//) 
RESTART FROM HERE 
1111 READ(5,60 ) (TITLE!I ) 
60 FORMAT ( 1 8 A 4 , 2 I 4 ) I F ( I T I T L ) 9 9 9 , 8 9 9 , 4 8 8 
488 W R I T E ( 6 , 1 ) » T I T L E » I ) , I = 1 , 1 8 ) , Κ PAGE 1 FORMAT ( 1 H 1 / / 1 X , 1 8 Δ 4 , 30X,4HPAGE K A = I T I T L KB=IT0T K 2 = I T 0 T KK(L )= ITOT N A = ( K A - 1 Í / 1 0 2 4 + 1 N B = ( K B - 1 ) / 1 0 2 4 + l ND=NB-NA 
I T I T = O 
I A = K A / 1 2 8 + 1 
I D = K A / 1 2 8 + 1 
I C = K A / 1 2 8 + 1 
I E = K A / 1 2 8 + 1 
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 ) 
2 FORMATI 38H0DISK WITH SPECTRUM-IN 
WRITE ( 6 , 6 1 ) 
61 FORMATI ' DISK WITH BACKGROUND SMOOTHED 
1 I D E N T I F I E D BY 3 · ) 
OF ACCORDEON 
IUENTIF IËÜ BY 1 ) 




DO 590 LI=1,4 
* * y H E PARTITIONS PORTIONS OF THE SPECTRA 
KCHA1=KA 
KCHA2=KB 
IF(ΝΔ-LI ) 502,501,590 




FIND ROOM IN 
READING 
THE MEMORY 





























































































































































I F ( I 
1=KCH D )999 2=KCH U 799 2 = 102 U 799 NA LE E SKI B-LI ) 2 = KCH 
0 505 
2 = 102 




( 1' IA 
(4'ID 
(3' IC 












AN NB Φ : EXIST 03,504 24*(LI-1 
PRECEEDING PARTS OF SMOOTHED SPECTRUM 
KCHA O, 'PO ANNEL ) ( CI ) (DC ) (CO ) ( DCU 99,85 
1 ,KCHA2 RTION DEALT 
I - ,15, 
Ν I I ) 
IN (I 
U T d ) 
T H ) 0,800 
WITH BEGINNING W ONLY RELATIVE INDICE ,I=KCHA1,KCHA2) ) ,I=KCHA1,KCHA2 ) ,I=KCHA1,KCHA2) ,1=KCHA1,KCHA2) 
ITH CHANNEL S'///) ' ,I5,2X, 
850 I TIT=l REAÜI5 
3 FORMAT WRITE 720F0RMAT 1CR0SEC 2H THIC WRITE( 
320FORMAT IA //IO 
2 3,10HWI 4 WRITE 330FORMAT 1/10X ,2 24HC = 3X , 19HI WRITE 340F0RMAT 
1 OF Κ 



















(6, 72) DIST, DELAY, WÜH 
(15 HOFLIGHT PATH = F10.2,7H METERS 
./17H CHANNEL WIDTH = ,ΕΙΙ.5, 10H MI 
KNESS = E12.5,8H AT/BARN ) 
rS "·** ? \ C 1 f 9 C Ά 
(57H0TRANSMISSI0N TO BE COMPUTED AF 
X,41HT = Kl ( C - K2 Φ B )/( C 
ZQ,DIST,DEL FIO.O/FÍO.O »THICK /9H DELAY = CROSEC./ 
TH Kl = , F10.4,5X, 5ΗΚ2 
TER THE FOL - K3 Φ B )/ 1 ,F10.4,5X,5HK3 = F 
AY,WDH 
) 
E U . 5 
LOWING 20X,2H 5X,3H0 10.4// 
10H 
(54H0BA 7HBÜ ) = ,E14.6,5 
= CHANN 
(27H0ST = FIO.4/ IATION 0 
( 4F 10. 




EL NU (6 ANDAR 33H0C F BO 
( 5,5 0,81 5 (6 , 55H 2 5HLE AXIS OTT ED TTED 11 
MB ER 




) SI Ζ 
) 
, 6 ) S 
INPU 
NGTH 
IS F IS IS F 
, 5 X , 4HB0 = F I O . 4 ) 
DS,DC,RHOSC ,UBO 
V IAT ION OF S = F I O . 
LATION FACTOR OF S 
1 0 . 4 ) 
X T , S I Z Υ Τ , Τ Μ Α Χ , Τ Μ Ι Ν , 
4 /27H0STAND AND Κ = F IO 
NG FOR E 2 0 . 4 , 
ARD DE . 4 / 2 8 H 
Ι Ζ X T , S I Ζ Υ Τ , Τ Μ Δ Χ , Τ Μ Ι 
Τ DATA FOR PLOTTING 
OF ENERGY-AXIS IS 
1 0 . 4 / 1 0 X , 52 HUPPER 
F10 .4 /10X ,52HLUWER 
1 0 . 4 ) 
1 1 
( 1H0/1X GY/10X, MISSION-TO BE PL 0 BE PLO T) 9,10, 6,12 ) 
(IHO// IX,28 HERRUR IM INPUT DATA ΧΙΤ 6,13) 
(36 HOTRANSMISSIUN-AXIS IS PLOTTED 14 6,71 ) 
LÜGET,LOGT,IPNCH 
Ν 
THE TRANSM F10.4/10X, 
LIMIT OF Τ LIMIT OF TR 

















71 FORMAT ( 41 HOTRANSMISS ΙΟΝ-ΔΧΙS IS PLOTTED LOGARITHMIC ) SITRA125 
14 IFILUGET) 9,15,17 SITRAI26 15 WRITE(6,16) SITRA127 16 FORMAT ( 51H0ENERGY-AXIS IN TRANSMI SS ION-PL UT IS PLUTTEU LINEAR SITRA128 9) SITRA129 
1 7 GO TO 18 SITRA130 17 WRITE(6,19) SITRA131 190F0RMAT (56 HOENERGY-AXI S IN TRANSMISSION-PLOT IS PLOTTED LOGAR ITHSI TRA 132 1 M I C) SITRA133 18 READ (5.5)SIZXS.SIZYS,SMAX,SMIN,LOGES,LUGS SITRA134 WRITE (6,20) SIZXS,SIZYS,SMAX,SMIN SITRA135 200F0RMAT (1H0/1X, 56HINPUT DATA FOR PLOTTING OF SIGMA-OBSERVED AGA I NS ITRA136 1ST ENERGY/10X,25HLENGTH OF ENERGY-AXIS IS Fl 0.4/10X,24HLENGTH O F S TRA 37 
2SIGMA-AXIS IS F10.4/10X, 45HUPPER LIMIT OF SIGMA-VALUES TU BE PL0TSITRA138 
3 TÉP„ I S, F 10.4/10X,45 HLOWER LIMIT OF SIGMA-VALUES TO BE PLOTTED ISSITRA139 
TPïPnrc» o o-i „ SITRA140 
?i Í D Í T C Ç ^ Q ? ! 2 1 ' 2 2 SITRA141 
21 WRITE(6,81) SITRA142 81 FORMAT (29 HOSIGMA-AXIS IS PLOTTED LINEAR) SITRA143 GO TO 24 SITRA144 22 WRITE(6,25) SITRA145 25 FORMAT (34 HOSIGMA-AXIS IS PLOTTED LOGARITHMIC ) SITRA146 24 IFILOGES) 9, 26, 27 SITRA147 26 WRITE(6,28) SITRA148 28 FORMAT (45 HOENÉRGY-AXI S IN SIGMA-OBSERVED PLOT IS LINEAR) SITRA149 
97 SS tie, PIR, SITRA150 
27 WRITE(6,30) SITRA151 30 F0RMAT(50H0ENERGY-AXIS IN SIGMA-OBSERVED PLOT IS LOGARITHMIC) SITRA152 
m m cc c-c SITRA153 
1 0 1 0 ^cSnf-.nc SITRA154 
RDS=DSJDS SITRA155 
DDC=üCΦüC SITRA156 DCS2 = 2.ΦSΦDS*DCΦRH0SC SITRA157 VI=72.3* DIST S TRA158 yi=yi*VI SITRA159 KPAGE= 2 SITRA160 
MQ I F » L - 1 ) 9 9 9 , 4 8 9 , 4 9 9 S ! T R A 1 6 2 4 8 9 £Ä = I7UV. SITRA163 
K O = I T I T L S ITRA164 
KOO=KO - 1 SITRA165 
DELAA=DELAY S T R A 1 6 6 
499 W(L)=WÜH SITRA167 
S ITRA168 800 DO 100 1= KCHA1, KCHA2 S!TRA170 Jl, FI IS THE ABSOLUTE INDEX OF THE CHANNEL SITRA171 JI=I+(LI-1>*1024 SITRA172 
F I-J I ,r^_t. SITRA173 A3=EXP <C*FI) SITRA174 Β = $ΦΑ3+Β0 SITRA175 DB=SQRT (Α3ΦΑ3Φ( DDS+^S ΦΡΙ ΦΡΙ ΦDDC + DCS2 ΦΡΙ) +0Β0Φ0Β0) SITRA176 F Ι=JΙ-Κϋϋ-1 SITRA177 NOW FI IS THE RELATIVE INDEX REQUIRED FOR EVALUATING THE ENERGY SITRA178 IF (d-KCHAl )/50Φ 50-1 +KCHA1 ) 101,102,101 SITRA179 102 WRITE(6,l)(TlTLE(IBZ),IBZ=l,18),KPAGê S TRA180 
Í ^ T É I A * ? ^ + 1 SITRA181 
WRITE(6,103) SITRA182 103^9^,Aîi4Î9Î^CiZ^',?u?9j6X;lHCî6^?yBÇ'?,X^1HB,8X,2HDB,6X.12HTRANSMISSITRA183 1SI0N,3X,12HD-TRANSMISS.,4X, 10H$IGMA-OBS.,4 12HD-SIGMA-0BS.,4X,6HSITRA 184 2 E (EV) ,4X,5HCHAN./5X,2HIN,7X,2 IN,5X,3H0UT,5X,3 0UT//) S  TR I 5 
c/i 
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W R I T E ( 7 ' I W ) (DCIN ( I ) , I = N 1 , N 2 ) 
WRI TE» Ι Ο Ί V ) ( DCOUT ( I ) ,1 =N1,N2) 







L = L + 1 
GO TO 1 1 1 1 
GO BACK TO 1111 FOR EACH SECTION OF ACCORDEON 
899 W R I T E < 8 ' I G ) ( T I T L E ( I ) , I = 1 , 1 8 ) , ( T I T L 1 ( I ) , I = 1 , 3 ) , ( T I T L 2 ( I ) , I = 1 , 3 ) . 
1 K 0 , LM, LÜGET, LOGT, LOGES, LOGS, ( KK ( L ) ,L = 1 , 8)* , 
2 S I Z X T , S I Z Y T , S I Z X S , S I Z Y S , T M A X , T M I N , S M A X , S M I N , 
3 V I , D E L A A , ( W ( L ) , L = 1 , 8 ) 
W R I T E ( 6 , 6 6 0 ) ( T I T L E ( I ) , I = 1 , 1 8 ) , ( T I T L K I ) , 1 = 1 , 3 ) , ( T I T L 2 ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 3 
1K0,LM,LOGET,LOGT,LOG ES,LOGS, ( K K ( L ) , L = 1 , 8 ) , 
2 S I Z X T , S I Z Y T , S I Z X S , S I Z Y S , T M A X , T M I N , S M A X , S M I N , 
3 V I , D E L A A , ( W ( L ) , L = 1 , 8 ) 
660 F O R M A T ( 1 8 A 4 / 3 A 4 / 3 Δ 4 / 1 4 1 1 0 / ( 6 E 1 6 . 7 ) ) 
KCHA1=K0 KPUNC=1 IW=1 
IV = 1 IZ=1 
IF(IPNCH-l) 99,1000,1003 
1003 DO 9 0 1 L I = 1 , L M 
KCHA2=KK(LI) 
NA=(KCHA1-1 )/1024 
NB=(KCHA2-1 ) / 1 0 2 4 KA=KCHA1-NΔΦ1024 ND=NB-NA 
1079 I F ( N D ) 9 9 9 9 , 1 0 8 0 , 1 0 8 1 
1080 ΚΒ=Κ0ΗΑ2-ΝΒΦ1024 
GO TO 1083 
1081 KB=1024 
1083 R E A D I 7 ' I W ) ( D C I N d ) , I = K A , K B 
DO 1004 I = K A , K B , 8 
11=1+7 
J J = I Ι + Ν Α Φ 1 0 2 4 
R E A D ( 5 , 1 0 1 1 ) A 1011 F0RMAT(20A4) CALL CARDT(A,J) 























SITRA270 SITRA271 S I TRA 272 S ITRA273 S ITRA274 SITRA2 75 








SITRA299 SITRA300 S ITRA301 S ITRA302 S ITRA303 S ITRA304 SITRA305 S ITRA306 


















WRITE(5,1006)(ÜCIN(I II ),1II=1,1 I ) ,JJ,KPUNC 
F 0 R M A T ( 8 F 9 . 7 , 2 I 4 ) 
KPUNC=KPUNC+1 
CONTINUE 
IF(NU)9999,1091,1090 NÜ=ND-1 KA = 1 NA=NA+1 GO TO 1079 
CONTINUE KCHA1=KK(LI)+l CONTINUE GO TO 99 
CONTINUE K00=K0-1 DELAY=UELAA 
DO 900 LI=1,LM KCHA2=KK(LI) NA=(KCHA1-1)/1024 NB=(KCHA2-1 )/1024 KA=KCHA1-NA*1024 ND=NB-NA 
IF(ND)9999,1180,1181 KB=KCHA2-NBΦ1024 GO TO 1183 
KB=1024 
READ!10'IV)(DCOUT!I ) ,I=KA,KB) 
READIll'IZM COUT(I ) , I=KA,KB) DO 1104 I=KA,KB I Ι=Ι+ΝΑΦ1024 IS THE RELATIVE FI=II-K00-1 EA=DELAY+FI*W(LI) ΕΕ=νΐ/(ΕΑΦΕΑ) READ(5,10U) A CALL CARDT(A,J) IF(J-2)1012,771,771 WRITE(6,666) 
FORMAT)1H0, 'INSERT CARDS TO BE PUNCHED'//////) PAUSE WRITE(5,1001) EE ,DCOUT(I ) ,COUT( I),I I FORMAT(3E15.4,25X,I 10) CONTINUE IF(NU)9999 , 1191,1190 ND=ND-1 KA = 1 NA=NA+1 GO TO 1179 
CHANNEL INDEX 
CONTINUE UELAY=EA+W(LI) KOO=KK(LI) KCHA1=KK(LI)+l CONTINUE 
PAGE 06 
SITRA308 SITRA309 SITRA310 SITRA3U SITRA312 SITRA313 SITRA314 SITRA315 SITRA316 SITRA317 SITRA318 SITRA319 SITRA320 SITRA321 SITRA322 SITRA323 SITRA324 SITRA325 SITRA326 SITRA327 SITRA328 SITRA329 SITRA330 SITRA331 SITRA332 SITRA333 SITRA334 SITRA335 SITRA336 SITRA337 SITRA338 SITRA339 SITRA340 SITRA341 SITRA342 SITRA343 SITRA344 SITRA345 SITRA346 SITRA347 SITRA348 SITRA349 SITRA350 SITRA351 SITRA352 SITRA353 SITRA354 SITRA355 SITRA356 SITRA357 SITRA358 SITRA359 SITRA360 SITRA361 SITRA362 SITRA363 SITRA364 SITRA365 SITRA366 SITRA367 SITRA368 
tn 
99 
999 9999 1199 
CALL CLUCK(IENüT) UELTT=IENDT-IBEGT DELTT=DELTT*0.06 WRITE(6,7) ÜFLTT 
FORMAT)1H0,'THE TIME REQUESTEÜ FUR RUNNING SITRA IN MINUTES IS' 1F6 .0 ) CALL EXIT WRITE(6,1199) WRITE(6,1199) 
FORMAT«' ERROR IN SITRA ') CALL EXIT END 
FEATURES 
lOCESS NONPR! ONE WORD IOCS 
SUPPURTED 
INTEGERS 
CURE REQUIREMENTS FOR SITRA COMMON 8300 INSKEL COMMON 0 VARIABLES 260 PROGRAM 3366 
PAGE 07 
SIIRA; SITRA* (69 ΠΟ SITRA371 SITRA372 SITRA373 SITRA374 SITRA375 SITRA376 SITRA377 SITRA378 SITRA379 SITRA380 SITRA381 SITRA382 
END OF COMPILATION 
S 
/ JOB Χ / FOR REPLO IOCS(CARU,l ONE WORD IN LIST SOURCE NON PROCESS REPLO 
EXTERN DEFINE DEFINE DEFINE DIMENS DIMENS COMMUN COMMUN 1W(8 ),K DATA E DATA E DATA E DATA E IA = 1 IV = 1 IG = 1 CALL F REAÜ(5 
661 FORMAT IF(KO) 
662 READI5 1 2 663 FORMAT GO TO 664 READ ( 1K0,LM, 2 
3 665 WRITE! 1K0,LM, 2 





AL CA FILE FILE FILE 




LCE 10(32 7(32 8(1, BOX (2 BCX (3 ELAY, ITLE( 
(EV) ' RGY · (EV) ' 
(EV) ' 
, 2 5 6 , U, I , 2 5 6 , U , I 9 8 , U , I G ) ) ,ΕΒΟΥ(3 ) ,EBCY<3 WÜH ,KCH 18 ) , T I T L 
A ) V) 
) ) 
A1 ,LM,KU 
Κ 1 8 ) , T I 
, 'ERGY · , · , ' E N E · / / , Ε Β Ο Υ / ' / , E B C Y / · 
E N · / , , E B O Y / ' S T R A N · / SI G M ' / 
TL2 ( 18) , D C I N ( 4 0 9 6 ) , 
E B C Y / ' O B S . ' , ' G M A - ' , · I O N ' , 'SMIS ' , ' T R A N ' / SI ' / 
I N I M ( 0 . , 2 , 6 6 1 )KO,LM ( 1 6 1 5 ) 6 6 4 , 6 6 4 , 6 6 , 6 6 3 ) ( T I T SIZ 
VI ,D ( 1 8 A 4 / 3 A 4 / 665 
8·IG) (TIT LÜGET,LOGT 
SIZ 




L E U ) , 1 = 
X T . S I Z Y T 
ELÁY, (W( 
3 A 4 / ( 8 E 1 
L E ( I 1,1 = ,LOGES,L X T , S I Z Y T ELAY, (W( LEI I 1,1 = ,LOGES,L X T , S I Z Y T ELAY, (W( 3 A 4 / 1 4 I 1 
1 , 1 8 ) , ( T , S I Z X S , S L ) , L = 1 , L 0 . 4 ) ) 
1 , 1 8 ) , (T OGS, (KK( , S I Z X S , S L) j L = l , 8 1 , 1 8 ) , ( T OGS,(KK( , S I Z X S , S L ) , L = 1 , L 0 / ( 6 F 1 6 . 
I T L 1 ( I ) , 1 = 1 , 3 ) , ( T I T L 2 ( I ) , IZYS,TMAX,TMIN,SMAX,SMIN, M) 
ITLK I ) , 1=1 , 3 ) , (TITL2 ( IS) , 
L ) , L = 1 ,8 ) , 
I Z Y S , T M A X , T M I N , S M A X , S M I N , 
) ITLK I ) , 1=1 , 3 ) , (TITL2 ( I ) 
L) , L = 1 , 8 ) , 







N2=KA-1 DO 708JI=KCHA1, 
N1=N2+1 N2=N2+128 
READ(7'IV ) (DCIN (I ),I=N1,M2) 
CONTINUE WRITE(6jl) FORMAT)ÍHO,'STEP 1') OCALL DESLF (X , DCINIKC 
1T,L0GT,1,0,EB0X,-4,EB0Y,4,0,CALC WRITE(6,2 ) FORMATI 1H0, 'STEP 2 ' ) TITLK 1)=TITLE(3) 
TITL1(2)=TITLE(2) TITL1(3)=TITLE(1 ) X= SIZXT/4. CALL SYMBL (X,SIZYT, 0.75,0., TlTLl (3),12) 
HAI ) , J ,1 ,1 ,1 ,0,0,SIZXT,S E) 
RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RÉ RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RE RÉ RE , RE RE RE RE 
RE 
RE 









IF(SIZYT-34.) 250,250,260 S= SIZXT+4. CALL FINIM (S,0.) GOTO 270 S= SIZYT +3-CALL FINIM (O.,S) 
=KCHA1,KCHA2,128 
N2=KA-1 DO 718JI N1=N2+1 N2=N2+128 READ) 10 Ί Α ) (DCIN 718 CONTINUE WRITE(6,3) 3 FORMATI IHO,'STEP 3' ) 2700CALL DESLF (Χ , 
1 S,LÜGS,1,0,EBCX WRITE(6,4) 4 FORMAT(IHO,'STEP 4') TITLK 1)=TITLE(6) TITL1(2)=TITLE(5) TITL1(3)=TITLE(4) X= SIZXS/4. CALL SYMBL (X, SIZYS,0 
FINIM (0., SIZYS) FINTR EXIT 
SECOND PLÜT 
(I ),1=N1,N2 ) 
ÜCIN (KCHA1 
EBCY,4,0,CALCE) 
CALL CALL CALL END 
,75, 0 TITL1 
PAGE 02 
REPL0064 REPL0065 REPL0066 RËPL0067 REPL0068 RÉPL0069 RËPLÜ070 REPL0071 RËPLÜ072 REPL0073 REPL0074 REPL0075 RE ΡLOO76 REPLÜ077 , , RËPLÜ078 
,J,1 ,1 ,1, O,O,S IZXT,SIZYT,LOGEREPLO079 
REPL0080 REPL0081 REPL0082 REPL0083 REPL0084 REPL0085 RÉPL0086 
(3), 12) REPL0087 
REPLÜ088 REPL0089 REPLÜ090 RÉPL0091 
FEATURES SUPPORTED NONPROCESS UNE WORD INTEGERS IOCS 
tn 
oo 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR REPLO COMMON 8334 INSKEL COMMON 0 VARIABLES 70 PROGRAM 854 
END OF COMPILATION 
















LCE Φ Φ 
COMMON 
COMMON 
W ( 8 ) , KK 
DO 700 
I T E K = N I 
I F ( ITEK 







I F ( L - l ) 
KO=KOO 
GO TO 1 
KO=KK(L 
DELA=DE 
I F I L - 2 ) 
L L = L - 1 
DO 12 J 
DELA=DE 
CONTINU 
F I = N I + K 
EA=UELA 

















OGRA ERS OGRA E CA 
ENE 
,DEL 
T I T 
) 
1,LM 
K ( L ) 
0 1 , 7 
M 
M 
LCE(X , Ν Ι ,1 F) 
RG EVALUATED AS X 
AY,WDH,KCHA1 ,LM,KOO LE(18),TITL1(18),TITL2(18),DC IN(4096), 
+KCHA1 -1 01,700 
) NI ,L,LM,KCHA1,K00, (KK( I),1=1,8),WDH,DELA,FI,EA 0,>ERROR IN CALCE',1315, 4É12.4) 
LAY 9,10,11 
-1 )+l LA + W U )Φ(ΚΚ( 1 1-KOO+l) 13,13,702 
= 2,LL LA+WIJ)Φ(ΚΚ(J)-KK(J-l)) E CHA1-1-K0 +FIΦWÜH ΑΦΕΑ) 
FEATURES SUPPURTED NONPROCESS ONE WORD INTEGERS 
CORE REQUIREMENTS FÜR CALCE COMMON 8334 INSKEL COMMON 





0 VARIABLES 16 PROGRAM 248 
END ÜF COMPILATION 
// JÜB X X X 
// XEÜ CHROD *FILES(1, IRMA,2),(4,TIBER,2),(2,GRAC E,2),C5,PADUS,2) ΦLOCALHROÉ,CHRüC,OCTAL 
ΦCCENU 
28111 4096 1 0.32 01.8111 
28211 4096 2 0.32 01 .8211 
2.04+8 1.28 1 
65EV-800ÉV PU241 IN 
0 . 5 3 2048 3072 4 0 9 6 2 . 2 . 
.51+8 1 .28 1 
65EV-800EV PU241 OUT 1 3 2048 3072 4096 ,5 0 . 5 2 . 2 . 
// JÜB // XEQ ΦΡΙίΕ5( *LOCAL< 
φ ^ Ε Ν ϋ 
X X X 
KOLAR 
2,GRACE,2 1,(3, ARNUS,2), (9,ERROR,2),(5,PADUS,2),(6,AGATA,2 LSQFN,INPUT),(OPSQ,ΜΑΤΙU),(UENDS,ENDN) 
1 
11 1. 1. 
10 0 0 0 0 
1 . 1. 257 1664 1111111111000000 
1. 10. 
1 10 11 1. 1. 2 1 1111111 
1 o o 
1 . 1. 665 1920 111000000 
1. 10. 
1 
11 1. 1. 2 1 1111111 
1 4 // JÜB // XEQ ΦΡΙίΕ5( *CCEND **3 
// JOB 
// XEÜ 
ΦΡΙίΕ5( ΦΡΙίΕ5( ΦΡΙ LES( 




10 1 O O O O 
65EV-800EV PU241 I 
1. 1. 1 
65EV-800EV PU241 I I 
1 . 1 . 1 
65EV-800EV PU241 I I I 











X X X SITRA 











- 2 4 1 
1 . 
2 0 . 2 0 . 
TOTAL CROSS SECTION 65EV-800EV . 2 6 3 0 9 0 . - . 6 1 3 - 0 4 2 0 . 1 0 0 . 5 9 4 0 3 . 2 4 
1 9 2 1 2 0 4 8 
. 0 8 0 
1.0 1 0 0 0 . 0 . 0 1 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 1 
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APPENDIX 1 - PROGRAM KOCO 
This p r o g r a m reads one or m o r e spec t ra from a tape p r epa red by the 
p r o g r a m CATAP [2] a l ready quoted (see 6), and punches BCD ca rds according 
to the FORMAT (2X, 14, 817, 10X, 18). 
Input 
Repeat the following card for each spec t rum to be punched: 
FORTRAN 
Columns Symbol FORMAT (414,12, IX, 211, 12) 
total number of channels (ITOT ^8192) 
unit for the tape to be read (ΝΤΑΡΑ / 2) 
if total number of channels in the range 1 - 4096 
if total number of channels in the range 4097 - 8192 
the las t four digits of the identification of the 
spec t rum 
1 7 - 2 5 the complete identification with the point in the 
column 19 
Add blank ca rds to be punched at the end of the input ca rds (the f i r s t 
blank card is just to be read) . 
Operat ions and l imi ta t ions 
A scra tch tape mus t be mounted on the unit 2. Each spec t rum cannot 
contain m o r e than 8192 channels . 
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